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POIMANDRES: 

T H E  ETYMOLOGY O F  T H E  NAME 


AND T H E  ORIGINS O F  T H E  HERMETICA" 

Peter Kingsley 


There has been a growing awareness over the past thirty years of the 
need to approach the Corpus Hermeticum-that is, the body of Greek 
Hermetic texts which have come down to us via Byzantium and the Italian 

Renaissance-by viewing it against its Egyptian background. This is a far cry from 
the situation a generation earlier, when it was still possible to dismiss the Egyptian 
settings of the Hermetica-and their occasional very obvious use of Egyptian motifs 
-as nothing but decorative touches of local colour dabbed on so as to produce 
a false impression of alien and exotic wisdom.' There are major issues at stake here. 
A great deal depends on our general views about the interaction between Greek 
philosophical literature and Oriental traditions: our attitudes determine the way 
that we approach the evidence but at the same time the evidence, if examined 
without prejudice, can profoundly alter our attitudes. With these points in mind I 
intend to focus on one particular word in the Hermetica and see where it leads us. 
The word in question is an especially significant one: it could in a real sense be 
described as the single most important word in the Hermetic corpus as a whole. 

The being called Poimandres occupies a very special place in the Hermetica: in the 
first of the Hermetic texts he is apparently presented as none other than the 
teacher of Hermes Trismegistus himself. During the fifteenth century Marsilio 
Ficino made the mistake of assuming that the title 'Poimandres', given at the 
heading of this first treatise in the Greek manuscript he used, was meant to apply to 
the entire Hermetic corpus. As a result the name Poimandres, or Pimander, has often 

* .Ill foreign alphabets have been transliterated in as 18.5-87: J.-P. hlahi., HprinPs p11 Hrrz~fp-Egjpt~,2 vols, 
simple a fol-111 as possible, for the sake of readabilih. Quebec 1978-82: J.-P. Ponsing, 'L'origine bg).ptienne 
The edition used of the Corpz~r Hmm~t i cum is tlie no\\.- de  la formule: un-et-seul'. ~ I Z L Pd'l~istoirp~i de pl~ilosophip 
standal-d one 11) A. D. Nock and X.J. Festugiere, 4 vols, r~lzgrz~ses,lx, 1980, pp. 29-34; F. Daumas, 'Le fonds 
Paris 1946-54 (abbl-eviated as either Corp. Hmrn. or eppt ien  de  l'hernibtisme'. Gnosticisme pl m o n d ~~ P I I P I L -
Neck and Festugiere). My special thanks to John Tait, i s t iqz~~.  pp. 3-2.5: ed. J .  Ries, Louvain-la-Neuve 198" hl. 
hlark Smith and Jill b a ) e  fol- their comments and Malaise. 'Isisme et Gnosticisme', ibid., pp. 48-50; E. 
advice in connection ~vith this paper. Iversen, E ~ p t i r r n  and Hrrin~tic Docti-in~, Copelrhage~r 

So e.g.  .4.-J. Festugi+re, I.u r6vilution d 'H~rinPs Eg?j)tirrn Hmmec, Oambridge 1986, 1984; G. Fowden, 7 7 ~ ~  
.~Iricin6~~rtp,i. 2nd edn,  Paris 1950, pp. 19-44, 67-88. pp. 31-44 and passim; T. Rlc.4. Scott, k:~?ptiun Elempnts in 
Exarilples of the rilore recent literature are B. H.  Herinrtic I>it~rutz~rp, .An11 Lkbol-  1992. Cf, also R1. IG-ause. 
Strickel-, LIP Bricfuun ;Irirtpns. ,-\nisterdam 19.56, pp. 98- 'Xgyptisches G e d a ~ l k e ~ l g ~ l t  der  desin Xpokalypse 
120; P. Del-chain. 'l.'authenticitb de  l'inspiration i.g).p- Xsclepius', ,XT'll. Ori~~~trrlistrntugLI~utrtl~cr I'ortrjige, ed. 
tienne dans le "Corpus Hel-meticum"', KPOZLPdr l'l~irtoire LC. \higt, 'iCiesbaden 1969, i, pp. 48-57: H. Jacksou, 
drr rpligonc, clxi. 1962, pp. 175-98; I(.-Il'.Triiger. 'Die 'Kopq Koopou: Isis, Pupil of the Eye of tlie 'il'orld', 
Bedeutung d e r  Nag-Hammadi-Sch~-if ten fill- d ie  Chroniqz~p dF;qjf)tp, Ixi, 1986. pp. 116-35. 
Hermetik'. Studiu Copticn, ed. P. Nagel, Berlin 1974, pp. 
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been given to editions and translations of the Hermetica right down to the present 
century. But in a fundamental sense Ficino's mistake was justified. Apart from 
Poimandres's major role in the first of the Hermetica, he is implicitly referred to in 
the eleventh. He is mentioned again-twice, and by name-half way through the 
thirteenth, here too as Hermes's teacher and superior authority; later on in the 
same text we find an obvious pun on the name; and a prophecy-text preserved in 
Syriac presents the very beginning of this thirteenth treatise in an abbreviated form 
under the title 'Poimandres on Christ'. And that is not all. The alchemist Zosimus, 
from Panopolis in Upper Egypt, refers to the fourth treatise while making an even 
more obvious pun on the name Poimandres-in spite of the fact that the name is 
not mentioned at all in the version of the fourth treatise known to us.' In consider- 
ing the significance of these various details we need to bear in mind that a far 
greater number of Hermetic texts used to exist than now survives. The Hermetic 
corpus in its present form is plainly the end result of a process of conscious or 
unconscious selection on the part of Christian editors, in Byzantium or perhaps 
elsewhere; and details such as the divine but pagan name Poimandres were among 
the most likely to fade into the background or even disappear altogether in this 
exclusion p r o ~ e s s . ~  All in all it is safe to conclude, in the words of a recent writer, 
that 'Poimandres was much better known in antiquity than appears from what we 
have of the Hermetic literature. After all, to have been Hermes Trismegistus's 
teacher was no insubstantial claim to fame'.4 

Concern with the origin and meaning of the word Poimandres goes back a long 
way. As already mentioned, the thirteenth of the Hermetica contains what appears 
to be a pun on the name in the form of a partial etymology: the reference there to 
intelligence (nous) acting the role of a shepherd (poimaznein) is almost certainly 
intended as an allusion to Poimandres, who introduces himself at the start of the 
first treatise with the words: 

I aln Poilnandrey, intelligence of the yupreme authorin. I knou \%hat you nant,  and I am 
with \ ou \% herel er \ ou are.' 

It would also be wrong to ignore the possibility that the link between Poimandres 
and the role of shepherd (pozmen) is being hinted at even here, in this emphasis on 
his ever-present attentiveness and understanding.'' MTith Zosimus on the other hand, 
what at the most was only a passing pun has become unambiguous in the advice he 
gives to his alchemical 'sister' Theosebia to 'hurry back to Poimenandra' and 
return to her own spiritual kind.? Here what was no more than a partial etymology 

2 Foxvden, op.  cit., pp. 33-%-but add the p111 at  Folvden, op.  cit., p. 34. 
Corp. Herin. 13.19: cf. Nock and  Festugi61-e, ii. p. 21 7 j Corp. Herin. 13.19, 1.2. 
n. 83. For Hermes  as the (unnamed) disciple of " E. Haenchen. Gott ulzd Lllr~zsch, Tiibingen 196.5, p. 
Poimandres in Corp. Hrrrn. 1 see also B, A. Pearson. 338, ,J. Biichli, Dm I'oimundres: Kin pngnnz~iert~cEurrn-
'Jewish elements in "Corpl~s Hermeticum" l ' ,  S t u d i ~ t  in qeliz~m.Tiibinge~l  1987, p. 15: cf. also R1.-L. yon F r a n ~ ,  
(;no~tlcism rrnd H~llenistic Rrlig~ons pwwntrd to Gilles 'Die Passio Perpetuae' ill C. G. Jung, Aion, Ziirich 19.51. 
Q u i ~ p ~ l ,  pp.  43%36. ed.  R. van den  Broek a n d  hl. ,J. \?rmaseren, 
Leideli 1981, p. 336 n. 2: Fo~vden. op.  cit.. p. 28 with n. 11. Berthelot and  C:E. Ruelle, ColL(tion tie7 uncielzs 
90. rrlcl~imiste~ =cgrecs. Paris 188'i-88, ii, p. 245.6-7 Zosimo di 

hlahb (as in 11. 1). i, pp. 22-24; Foxvden, op.  cit.. pp. I'c~nopoli, l ' i~ioni r nsl~rgli, ed.  A. Tonelli. 1lilan 1988, pp.  
3-1 1; R. vali deli Broek a n d  G. Qi i spe l .  Corpus 120.28- 122.2. T h e  accusati\ e I'oiinenundrn ilrlplies a 
Herrnrticurn, Xlrlsterdatri 1990. pp. 18-19: cf. also B. P. nominative Po~mmnnFr,not (as F o r d e n ,  op.  cit., p. 33) 
Cope~ihaver,Herinptitu. Catribridge 1992, p. xli. Poirn~lzrrndr?~. 
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of the word has become a full one: Poimandres is the shepherd (pozmen) of men 
( an dres) . 

Even if only because of their antiquity, these indications would seem a valuable 
guide to understanding the name Poimandres. But other factors have come into 
play as well. Ever since the seventeenth century, explaining the name as meaning 
'shepherd of men' has provided convenient fuel for theological debates about the 
Hermetica's links-and, most often, indebtedness-to either Christian or Jewish 
ideas of God as shepherd of his p e ~ p l e . ~  However, there is one apparently minor 
technicality which is often overlooked. As was pointed out a number of times at the 
beginning of the century, this Greek etymology of the word is linguistically 
unacceptable. The form Pozmnndros would be possible in this sense, as would 
Pozmanor or perhaps PozmenanGr, but not what we have in our texts: Poimandrks." 
That leaves us in a very awkward situation. The etymology of Poimandres as 
'shepherd of men' provides a rich and appropriate meaning which, what is more, 
'is supported in the Hermetic tradition itself';"' but at the same time this etymology 
is excluded on basic linguistic grounds. It is only natural that many scholars have 
turned a blind eye to the problems and continued to embrace the Greek etymologv 
-linguistic objections notwithstanding. And yet in fact, as we will see, there is no 
need to ignore anything. Paradoxically, admitting that the Greek etymology is 
untenable does not mean we have to abandon it: all it does mean is that for the real 
etymologv of the word we have to look elsewhere. 

The Hermetica as a whole are plainly a product of Greek culture in Egypt. This 
naturally raises the possibility that the word Poimandres is Euptian in origin. Here 
a number of points should immediately attract our attention. First, the self- 
declaration 'I am Poimandres, intelligence of the supreme authority' is a perfect 
example of the 'I am ...' formula which is well-known from the ancient Year East 
but was, specifically, a very common feature in Egyptian religious literature. One 
among many parallels is the famous case from Edfu of Thoth, the Euptian Hermes, 
introducing himself and establishing his direct descent from the supreme god Re. l 1  

In short, the occurrence of the 'I am. .  . '  formula in a text from Egvpt is immediately 
suggestive of native religious tradition. But at the same time it is also important to 
appreciate that this is particularly true in the case of one of the Hermetica. To 
understand why, we need to bear in mind that the 'I am. .  .' formula is very frequent 
both in Egyptian magic-where the god or magician often uses it to establish not 

I. Casaubon, L)r rebus rucns ~t rccl~sinsticis ~~(rcitrrtionrs l o  Pearson (as in 11. 2). p. 340 n. 12. 
sui, Genela 1655 (1st edn London 1614), p. 71: R. " See in genel-al E. Stauffer. art. ' iyr i ' ,  Theologisth~r 
Reit7enstein. Poirnnrrdrrs, L e i p ~ i g  1904. pp. 8-13; llFrtrrln~ch zuin ,\i.urn Tertrrrnent. ed. G. Kittel and G. 
Haenchen (as in n. 6) ,  p. 338: Pearson (as in 11. 2),  p. Friedrich, Stuttgal-t 1933-79, ii, pp. 341, 343; A. A. 
340; Biichli (as in n. 6) ,  pp. 15-21, 203. Barb, 'Xbraxas-Studie~r', Hoininrrgrr ci Ilull~rrrrrr Deonnu, " F. Graligel-, 'The Poemandres of Herlnes Trislne- Brussels 1957. pp. 73-75: J.  B~I-gman.Ich bin I ~ i s ,  
gistus',,Jortrrrnl o/ ~7~rolo@c(rl v, 1904, p, 400; C. F. I y t r i d l~~ ,  Uppsala 1968, pp. 29-33, 134, 221-33. 286-89, 301-03: 
G. Heinrici. 1)ip Her~nfi-~Lly~tzk r~nd  dns J\'~ue 7h tu rn~n t ,  hlahi. (as ill 11. I ) ,  i, p. 13 with n.73; R. hlerkelbach and 
Leiprig 1918, pp. 1.5-16; LV. Scott. Hminrtitn, Oxford R1. Totti, A h n ~ n s ,Opladeli 1990-, i. p. 171. ii, pp. 171- 
1924-36. ii, p. 1.5. The last-ditch attempt (Heinrici. op. 72, and iii, p. 53 xvith n. 68. For the Thoth text see 
cit.. p. 16 n. 1; Biichli, as ill 11. 6, p. 16) to maintain a Thoth and Hermes Bergman, op. cit., pp. E"'L23. F ~ I -  
Grrek r t v m o l o ~  b) appealing to the name ~LlnrrdrPs- see 1Z.-T. Derchairi-UI-tel, Thot. Brussels 1981. pp. 136- 
\vhich is not only rare but also patelitl) foreign ill 42: and Fowdeli (as in 11. 1). pp. 22-31. 
origin: F. Bechtel, Dzr histon~chpn I'morrrnrrumrn. Halle 
1917, pp. 293-94-is self-defeating. and needs no 
refutation. 
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only his or her divine origin but also a formal role of dominance and supremacy- 
and in the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri, and that there are very clear affinities 
between this type of Graeco-Egyptian text and the Hermetic corpus: affinities which 
were almost certainly clearer still before being whittled away and effaced by 
Christian editors or excerptors." 

Then there is the form of the name Poimandres itself. Its first letter happens to 
be the masculine singular definite article in later Egyptian. Both in Demotic and in 
the final form of Egyptian, Coptic, this article very often occurs at the front of 
people's names-and this is particularly true in the case of personal names built 
around the name of a divinity, such as 'The gift of Isis' (Petiese), 'The gift of Re' or 
'The son of Re' . 'Wnd to return to the word Poimandres, the final syllable res just 
so happens to be the standard form of Greek transcription for Egyptian names 
ending with the divine name 'Re': for instance 'The gift of Horus-Re' becomes 
Petearprgs,while 'The son of Re' becomes PsenprFs. l 4  The signs could hardly be more 
propitious. 

To date, three explanations of the name Poimandres in terms of an Egyptian 
origin have been proposed: by Frank Granger in 1904, by Francis Llewellyn Griffith 
in 1925, and by Ralph Marcus in 1949. Granger's and Marcus's etymologies must for 
a number of reasons be rejected.'; But Griffith's proposal is a different matter 
altogether. According to him the name is a Greek version of what in Coptic would 
be P-ezme n-rP, 'The knowledge of Re'.lG With one small exception which we will 
come to in a moment, this etymolog) is linguistically faultless. The initial p- is, as 
mentioned earlier, to be expected. As for the alternation between Coptic rz and 
Greek oz, even if there were no other factors involved-which, as we will soon see, 
there were-it would be unexceptionable. Not too much is known about how later 
Egyptian in its various stages and in various places was actually pronounced; but 
what is clear is that in the interchanges between Egyptian and Greek there was a 
fundamental overlap between the vowel-sounds ei and oz, and specific examples of 
Coptic ez corresponding to Greek oz do in fact exist.': And finally, use of the closing 

' 2  For the formula in Emptian magic see Bergman (as 41 and passim: A. EI-man and H.  Grapow, Il?irterbztch der 
ill n. l l ) ,  pp. ""1. 1, 28.5-89: in the magical papyri, r r r ~ p t i ~ c h ~ nSpmchr, Leiprig and Berlin 1926-35, ii. p. 
R1r1-kelbach and Totti (as ill 11. 1 l ) ,  locc. citt. For the 401. For the name of thr  god-king Porrama111-es, a ~ i d  
excisioli of magical contrnt from the H~I-met ica  sre the ilivolverile~it of Grreks in his cult, sre T. A. Brad\: 
Foxvdeli (as in 11. I ) ,  pp. 8-9: van den BI-ork and Thr Recrption of thp Egpt iun Cult5 b y  flip Grrek~, Columbia, 
Quispel (as in 11. 3 ) ,  pp. 17-19: and CopelihaveI- (as in Rlissouri 1935, p. 37; E. Berlialid, Instriptiorts mPt~iqzcr~ dp 

Pal-is 1969, pp. 63.5, 638, 650; \ F. 
alid rilagical pap)^-i s r r  also F. Boll, .4u5 der Oflr~zhnrting \;lliderlip, 7'hpi:ozir C;~c.k H jmns  oJIs~dortis rr~zd thp Ctilt of 
Johnnnis, Leiplig 1914, p. 54 with n. 1; C. Bonner, Isis, Toronto 1972, pp. 64-65. 67, 72-73. 
'Litu1-gical FI-agmrnts on  Gnostic Amulets'. Hurz~nrd The PI-oposal by Granger (as in 11. 9 ) ,  p. 400- 
Tl~rolo~$culR ~ I ~ P I U ,1932, pp. 362-65; I>mntrp. 'The \.Vitness'-is co1-I-rctly doubted by I V .  Scott 

11. 3). p. xli. On the inter1-elatio~is behveeli H~I-metica 11igypte c ~ 6 c o - ~ o n ~ r r ~ n t ,  

XXV, hl. P. Nilsson. 

Oj~ t i~cu ln  Lund 19.51-60, iii, pp. 139-40, 153-37: (as in 11. 9. ii, p. 16) on formal grounds and adequately 
~pl~ctn ,  
Festugi@re,K~i!lntion (as in 11. I ) ,  i. pp. 283-87 and refirted by R. hlarcus, 'The Narile I'oimnndr?~', ,/ottrnnl oJ 
passim: 'il'. C. GI-ese. Corpu~ Hmmrticum XIll anti Enrlt. ,Year E r r ~ t ~ m  S t z~d ie~ ,viii, 1949. pp. 31-42. hlarrus's 
Chri~tiun Litm(~lurr, Leiden 1979, p. 89 n. 137, p. 17'2 nn. suggestion (ibid., pp. 42-43)-P-eimr rrt-mntrro, 'The 
6%-27 and passim; and Fo~vden (as in 11. I ) ,  pp. 1-3, Reason of Solel-eignh'-was intended as an imp1-ove-
168-73. rilelit oli Griffith's; but (apa1-t from the fact that the 
li H. Ralike, 1)ip i ~ p t i s c h p n  I+r~onpnnarnpn, Gliickstadt proposal is based on some very confused ideas about 

193.5-77, i, pp. 99-126; E. Liiddeckelis, 1)rmoti~chrs Greek philosophical terminolop) his filial qllable is 
,Vninpnbuchh, 'il'iesbaden 1980-, i ,  pp. 154-444. 491-.546. too fa1- wide of the mark, xvhile the need to reduce 

l 4  Liiddeckelis, op. cit.. i. pp. 3%-27, 237. Cf. ill P - n i n ~nt-mntero to I+impntmo plus the mealling of the 
grne1-al 'il'. Helck, 15ztmuthz~ngpn Z I L  ,\lnrtrtho z~nd d m  xvord mntmo itself present )et flu-t11r1- PI-oblrrns. 
rigypti~chm Kijnig5listpn. B~I-l in1956, pp. 11, "-27, 36- '" F. L. GI-iffith in I V .  Scott (as in n. 9 ) .  ii, pp. 16-17, 
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syllable r?s when transliterating Egyptian names ending with the god-name Re into 
Greek is-as also mentioned earlier-routine and well-attested. The one improve- 
ment that needs making to Griffith's etymology has to do with the form of the 
genitive n-r< 'of Re'.I8 In fact Coptic had an alternative form of the genitive to the 
simple n-, and this alternative form, nte-, is preferable here for two reasons. First, it 
brings us even closer to the Greek Poimandres: Egyptian -ntmiwas almost bound to 
become -ndris in Greek. Second, although the factors determining which of these 
1 3 7 0  forms of the genitive was used on any particular occasion seem to have varied 
according to dialect, the form ntr- does often occur in cases where a word with a 
general and abstract meaning-like rime or 'knowledge' here-is preceded by the 
definite article and given a specific application by the following word in the 
genitive.l%ut, these linguistic technicalities apart, it is also important to appreciate 
how close this title P-ezme nte-re-'The knowledge of Re' or 'The understanding of 
Re'-brings us to the type of semi-abstract and semi-personified expressions that 
are so common in the Gnostic texts discovered near Nag Hammadi. So for instance 
in the Gospel of Truth an important role is attributed to 'the intelligence of the 
father', translated from Greek into Coptic as Pz-nous nte-pid; the Apocrphon of John 
introduces a divine personification called 'the foreknowledge of the supreme' 
(7lpronoia n-t-authenteia); and the title of another work reads P-norma n-t-noq nqom, 
'The understanding of the supreme power'. Such parallels are, needless to say, 
particularly relevant when we consider the extraordinary extent to which the Nag 
Hammadi texts have helped to throw light on the common background and 
interrelationship between Gnostic and Hermetic ~ r i t i n g s . ~ "  

Taken together, these linguistic and also stylistic considerations are already 
enough to establish Griffith's etymology as very probable. But they are not all. 
There is one other factor which turns probability into certainty, and it has been the 
failure to appreciate the significance of this factor which has created so many 
problems with the word Poimandres in the past. Already at the start of the century 
Richard Reitzenstein noted that the way in which Poimandres introduces himself- 

l i  See in general $V. H. 11'01-rell. 'Popular Traditions of the name Poimandres has also been suspected by B. 
of the <:optic Language', Ammcan  Joz~rnnl of Srrnitic 1;ayton. 1.11~ Gnostzr Stnprz~res. London 1987, p. 450: but 
I.nn@iag~s and fI.itmutur~~. lir, 1937, p. 11; E. Sclnly7er. La>ton failed to carrv his suspicio~l any further. and his 
Grirehisrhe Gmmmntik, Munich 1939-11, i, p. 160; S. G. scepticism about being able to discover the rnea~li~lg 
Ibpso~nenos, 'Das GI-iechische in Xgpten ' ,  ALlus~um and ehlnolop of the name Poimandres is-as we shall 
Heh~rtzcuin.x. 1933. pp. 2.3.3-57: and E. G. Turnel-, C;rrrk see-nnfounded. 
Papjii, Oxford 1968, pp. 38-59. For the examples aee E. "' Pi-no11~ ntr-f~iot: E~~angrliurn T'u~itcltzs16.36, 19.37- 
hlaher- Ishak, 'The Phonetics and 20.1. .4pocr:)f1hon o j  ,/o11n, NagPhonolocg of' the 1:pr.onoia n-/-null~enteic~: 
Bohairic Dialect of Coptic... ' ,  D.Phil. diss., unirersih of Hammadi cod. I1 23.24-25. P-no?ntcr 11-t-tioq nqorn: ibid., 
Oxford 1973, ii, pp. 605-07. cod. \'I 36.2, 48.11-13; J. Dorease, 'HermPa et la Gnose. 
'"As $1'.Scott (aa in n. 9, i i ,  p. 16) notea in referring copte', ' i o l ~ u m  7i,~tc1mrntitm, i ,X propos de I ' . ~ J ~ ~ P ~ ~ L I J  

to Grif'fith. 'r? \<-ithor~tthe article would hare a more 1956, p. 59 and n. 2. For the bearing of the Sag  
learned and solemn appearance than the ordinary p-lp' Hammadi texts on the Her-metica cf. e.g. ibid., pp. 
-although it is har-dly true that omission of the article 54-69; J.  E. hf6nard. I.:-iulhrntiko~ logo^, Quebec 1977, 
in such a case is out of the ordinary: cf. e.g. Kanke (aa in pp. 3-6; Xlahk (as in n. I ) ,  i, pp. 1-28 and passim; 

G. Stroumsa, I . l ~ ~ o l h ~  Leiden 1984, pp. 
i ,  p. 113), 119.1 \<-ith 118.17, 121.16 with 123.11. 137-43. Also ~vorth noting is the Xlandaean peraoni-

I "  For the usea of' ntr- see 1.. Stern,  Kopl z~rhr  fication hlanda d'Ha!~e ('Kno~vledge of Life'): for- his 
Grammalik, 1.eipzig 1880, pp. 138-40: M'. E. <:rum, A connection with the Hermetica-and Poinlandrea in 
Coptic Dic t~onc~i:~ ,  Oxford 1939, p. 230a; \V. C. Till, particular-aee F.. S. Drower, 7'11r ,Secrel ..ldarn, Oxford 
Kof~t i~rheDicllektgrclmrr~c~lik.2nd edn, XJunich 1961, pp. 1960, p. 112; and for- the first part of his name, F. <:. 
15- 16; .A. Shiaha-Hale\?, Coplir Grantmc~ticc~l Burkitt, C111in.ii clnd C,no~is, Cambridge 1932, p. 121. 

n. 13), i, pp. 72.28 (see f~lrther Liiddeckens, as in n. 13, and G. .A. S P P ~ ,  

Ciirrslontnthj, 
1.euven 1988, pp. 8-10. The for111 ntr- as a component 
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'I am Poimandres, intelligence of the supreme authority'-tends to suggest the 
words 'intelligence of the supreme authority' could have been intended as an 
explanation or interpretation of the name Poimandres itself. Walter Scott later gave 
body to this idea when, in reporting the etymology Griffith had proposed to him, 
he hinted at a correspondence between Griffith's explanation of the word- 
'knowledge (eime) of Re'-and the follolving 'intelligence of the supreme authority' 
(nous tes authentias)." We can in fact be more precise. The Coptic word eime has the 
spread of meaning not just of 'knowledge' but also of understanding, intelligence 
and the faculties of perception and recognition, while the Greek ivord nous means 
not just intelligence or intellect but also consciousness, understanding and the 
faculties of perception and recognition; considering this overlap of meaning it is 
not surprising that the Coptic eime often corresponds closely to the verb lzoein or its 
derivatives in Greek.?' As for the Greek term authelztia, it is unattested before the 
start of the Christian era; where it does occur it has the sense of special authority, 
power or self-determination. But to understand its exact meaning in the Hermetica 
we need to turn to the roughly contemporary literature of Graeco-Egyptian Gnosti- 
cism and magic, where the word assumes a semi-technical role and has the specific 
meaning of 'supreme authority' in a spiritual sense;?+nough has already been said 
about the relevance of these literary sources to our Hermetic texts. As for the sun- 
god Re, on the other hand, he was very often presented in Egyptian religion as lord 
of the universe and, precisely, the 'supreme a~thor i ty ' . '~  In short, one and the same 
expression in English not only conveys the exact meaning of the word nuthentin but 
also corresponds exactly to one of Re's most characteristic and famous attributes in 
Egyptian religious tradition; it is important here to remember that from the earliest 
of times Egyptian gods were often referred to by their attributes or epithets rather 
than by their names, although this became truer than ever with the extra 
proliferation of epithets during the Graeco-Roman period.2i And to bridge any 
remaining gap between the Greek term authentia and the Egyptian sun-god, we only 
need to note that this same word nuthentin was often used in Gnostic sources as a 
term of reference for the supreme authority which is located in, and emanates 
from, the celestial realm of light; that in a Graeco-Egyptian magical papyrus the sun- 
god is addressed as authentes, 'supreme in authority'; and that the same magical 
papyrus also quotes twice from an important hymn which is of plainly Egyptian 
inspiration, which the papyrus itself apparently introduces as 'Hermetic' (Her-
mai'kos), and which presents the sun-god as 'the one endowed with the supreme 
authority ( ta authent ik~) ' . '~  With this exact correspondence between the Greek 

" Keitzenstein (as in n. 8 ) ,  p. 8; $1'.Scott (as in n. 9 ) ,  ?". Pvlorenz, L g p i n n  Reli,@on, London 1973, p. 129. 
ii, p. 17. See also H. Bonner, Kpc~llusrkorz clw . - l ~ p l z ~ r i l r n  R e l z ~ ~ o n ~ -" So, for example, in the 9pocrjphon of John, where gr~cl~ ich lr ,Berlin 1932, pp. 628-29; $1'. \l'estendor-f, ar-t. 
no~irzis used in one of the Coptic [er-sions instead of 'Xllherr', I.rsikon d w  .-lgyf~lolo,@~, i .  1975, cols 196-37 
krnr in two of the others: hf. I(rauae and P. Labih, Ilir drpi with $1'. Barta, art. 'Re', ihid., v, 1984, col. 158 ( n r b  T 

I h - ~ z o n m  d e ~  z - i p o k ~ f ~ h o n  1962, djrr.); and for- Re-Helios in Graeco-Epptian magic, dry Joilc~rznrs, \Vieshaden 
pp. (54 (111 11.13) and 128 (I1 7.27); $1'. C. Till, Dir Nilsaon (as in n. 12), i i i ,  pp. 130-51. 
p o ~ t i s r l ~ ~Srhriflrrz ( / P A  kop tr~r l~rnP a f ~ .  Rwol. 8502, 2nd 'j Cf.. Derchain-Urte (as in 11. 1 I ) ,  p. 130. 
edn, Berlin 1972, p. 104 (32.17). For other cases see '6 .-lpoo:)pilon o f ,Jo l~n ,Sag Hammadi cod. 11 29.1 1-1 1, 
Crum (as in n. l 9 ) ,  pp. 77-78; and F. Siegert, -Ya<q- Pz~t i s  Sopilrcl, p. 237.7-16 Schmidt, Hippol! tua, Krf7ltntio 
H a n t n t a d i - R r t r  Tiibingen 1982, p. 19. ontnzum ilc~errsillm 7.28.3, 7.33.2 (cf. 10.21.3), Irenaeus, 
'"1'. Scott (as in 11. Y ) ,  ii, p. 17; cf, alao Biichli (aa in . - ldr~r~sush a r r r v ~ 1.24.1, 1.31.1 (ed. $1'. $1'. Harvey, 

11.(i), pp. 22-25. Cambridge 1857, i ,  pp. 196, 241), Epiphanius, P c ~ n a ~ z o n  
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authentin and the Egyptian Re the correctness of Griffith's etymology-which was 
anyway very probable-is established beyond question. The name Poimandres 
means 'Understanding of Re' or 'Intelligence of Re'; and, in introducing him to us, 
the first of the Hermetica explains the name by immediately translating it into 
Greek. 

UTe can also go a step further. It would be easy to assume that the creation of an 
abstract entity called 'Understanding of Re' is the work of the Greeks, with their 
supposedly unique facility for philosophical abstraction. But that is not the case. 
The hypostasising-or personifying as a divine being in its own right-of a specific 
abstraction called P-eime nte-ri!, 'Understanding of Re' or 'Intelligence of Re', may 
not be attested elsewhere in Coptic; however, it is very familiar indeed in Egyptian 
religion itself. From the earliest known period the Egyptians were extremely fond of 
personifying-and divinising-abstractions, but the most important of all these 
deities were two in particular: Sia, 'Understanding' or 'Intelligence', and HZL, 
'Word' or 'Command'. Already in the Pyramid Texts Sia stands at the right hand of 
Re. From then on he is 'the representative of Re' or Re's messenger; sometimes he 
is effectively equated with Re, but usually he is 'the son of Re', his chief assistant- 
along with Hu-in the creation of the universe." It is certainly no coincidence that 
we find the same fundamental idea of a divine, personified Intelligence coupled 
with a divine, personified UTord in the first of the Hermetica, where Poimandres as 
the divine Intelligence (%us) is assisted by a personified N'ord (I,ogos) in the 
creation of the universe. But that is a matter we shall come back to later. 

Whenever in ancient Egyptian theology i t  was a question of emphasising a 
particular divinity's intelligence and understanding, Sia could easily be associated 
now with one god and now with another. But the one divinity with whom he was 
most often associated and in fact identified was, not surprisingly, another son of Re: 
the Egyptian god of knowledge and wisdom, Thoth. By the Graeco-Roman period 
there was nothing at all problematic about referring to Thoth as 'Sia Lord of 
Hermoupolis'. The identification was so frequent and so complete that, to quote 
one scholar, Sia was 'simply a second name of T h ~ t h ' . ' ~  

In addition to this equation with Sia, Thoth acquired one particular epithet 
which has its roots in much earlier tradition but becalne especially common in 
Graeco-Roman times: ib ?z Ra 'the heart of Re'. To understand this expression we 
need first of all to appreciate that for the Egyptians the heart was the seat of the 
faculty of understanding and intelligence-just as, for the Greeks, it was tradition- 
ally the seat of intelligence or nous. In practice, however, the seat of the faculty and 
the faculty itself becalne indistinguishable, and as a result Thoth's epithet 'heart of 
Re' is often best translated as 'the understanding of Re'.?!' This epithet had strong 

38.1.2; I'c~f~jri(;rc~pc.nr rnclg'c.c~~, ed. I<. Preisendanz and A. (as in n. 11), iv, p. 31; and J. Baines, F~cundi l j  F i p r m ,  
Henr-iclis, Stuttgar-t 1973-74, XIII.258 (cf. 111.197, 218); IVarrninater 1985, pp. 10-13, 20-21, 81. 
ibid., XIII.138-11 (\<-ith Preisenda~lz's plausible resto- ' 8  P. Boylan. Tholh thp Hwrnr~ ofE@t, London 1922, p. 
ration Hrrrncliko~:for the implications of the ter-1x1 see 103. Cf. ibid., pp. 73, 90, 99, 102-06, 113; H.,]unker, Ulr 
already A. Dieter-icli, z - ihaxn~ .Leipzig 1891. pp. 62-72 G6t tnLhr~I J ~ I I  'Llrmphi~,Berlin 1940, pp. 42-47; and 
with Fo~vden, as in n. 1, pp. 171-72) and 142-46. Ringgr-en, op. cit., pp. 10, 22-25. " H. Ringgren, Il.brd and ItT~dom, Lund 1947, pp. 9- '"Ernian and Grapo~v (as in n. 14), i, p. 59.16. Cf'. alao 
27, \<-ith further refs. See also A. H. Gardiner, 'Some Horapollo, Hiwo~qljpl~iccl1.36, ed. F. Sbordone, Saples 
Personifications', Procrtding~ of thr Soczetj of Kzblicc~l 1940, pp. 81.3-82.3 with Sbordone ad loc.; Pap. C;re~t(. 
.- lrchatolo~,xxxviii, 1916, pp. 13-51; Errnan and Grapolv mag. (as in n. 26) IIr.2983, XIII.173-74, 486-90: 
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coslnological overtones. It referred specifically to the seat of supreme intelligence 
which masterminded the creation of the universe, and in this context the 'heart' 
(ib) of Re was identical to the 'intelligence' (sia) of Re: according to this creation 
theory 'the existence of the universe is the result of the activity of the creative Word 
which itself originated from the heart (ib) and therefore from the supreme 
intelligence (sia) of the god Re'. In a theological framework in which it was 
colnmon to refer to gods by their epithets rather than by their names, Thoth and 
Sia, 'heart of Re' and 'intelligence of Re', were one and the same."" 'Heart of Re' 
does occur as an epithet for Sia-but of course Sia himself had become an epithet 
for Thoth. From the time of the Ptolemies onwards there could be no doubting 
who was meant by the expressions 'the heart of Re' or 'the intelligence of Re': it 
was Thoth. 

The relevance to the name Poilnandres of this overlap between heart of Re and 
intelligence of Re, Sia and Thoth, should be ob~ious. In the Demotic or 'common' 
form of later Egyptian the word &--with its special connotations of understanding 
and perception-rapidly died out, while in Coptic it had virtually disappeared: in 
this situation it would be perfectly natural to reformulate the epithet using more 
contemporary language as p-eime rite-re the 'intelligence' or 'knowing' of Re. And 
here we need also to bear in mind that the Egyptian word both corresponding and 
cognate to the Coptic eirne, 'to know', is itself well attested as a component in 
epithets unique to Thoth."' But however exactly the epithet p-eirne rite-ri evolved, 
there could have been no misunderstanding about whom it referred to. It referred 
to Thoth in his role as the creative intelligence of the supreme god, the delegate 
and representative of Re who-at least on some occasions and in some cult con- 
texts"-seems effectively to have merged with Re himself. 

That presents us with a very interesting situation. On one hand, the unnamed 
recipient of the divine revelation in the first of the Hermetica-and, by implication, 
its author as well-was understood in Hermetic tradition itself to be Herlnes 
Trismegist~is."~On the other hand, as we have just seen, the teacher of Hermes and 
the source of his revelation was plainly Thoth. That might seem bizarre: Thoth was, 
after all, considered by Greeks the divine equivalent of their own Hermes. But this 
is not to say that the authors of the Herlnetica always considered the two gods 
identical. In fact both inside and outside the Hermetic writings we find a tradition 
that there were two Hermeses: first Thoth-who is presented as a primordial source 
of wisdom and revelation-and then his descendant, Hermes Tris~negistus."~ In this 
regard a passage preserved by Georgius Syncellus is especially significant, as it 
describes how Egyptian religious traditions were originally recorded in hieroglyphs 

Keitzenstein (as in n. 8) ,pp. 23-24. On the heart as seat "' Bo!lan, op. cit., p. 183; Ernlan and C;rapo\<- (as in n. 
of n o u ~  on gin^ offor the Greeks aee R. B. Onians, 7 % ~  14). i, p. 181.21; Derchain-Lrtel, op. cit., pp. 51-52. 
Europ~c~nThougl~t,2nd edn, Cambridge 1954, pp. 82-83. " Boylan, op. cit., pp. 119-23. 
:"' For the quotation see Derchain-Urtel (as in n. l l ) ,  "" See above, pp. 1-2 with the fur-ther I-ef:\ in n. 2. 

Cf. the Latin . i ~ r l ~ p i u ~  Nock and Festugiere, ii, 
to Sia, aee ibid., pp. 81-94; Gardiner- (as in n.27), p. 33; p. 348.3-6; Zosi~llus (ed. Tonelli, aa in n. 7),  pp. 92.24- 
Bo)-Ian (as in n. 28), pp. 113-23; ,Junker- (as in n. 28) ,  91.19; and the paaaage fr-om Syncellus cited helo\v. For- 
pp. 12-47; H. hltenmiiller; art. 'HLI', Lrxzkorz dn- 9 ,gp -  the sarne tr-adition in the Islamic \<-orld see XI .  .-\sin 
tologie, iii, 1980, cols 6.5-66; D. Kurth, art. 'Thot', ihid., Falacioa, 7 ' 1 ~  P I ~ z l o ~ o p l ~ ~  c~nd l l i ~  

p. 81. For Thoth'a epithet 'hear-t of Re', and its I-elation "-' 37 = 

.bIviicnl of 1brz i Z I n ~ c ~ ~ ~ n  
vi, 1986, col. 506. Follou~n-s,Leiden 1978, p. 8 n. 17. 
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by Thoth, the first Hermes, and then after the flood were translated (hpr?nfizruthriso?z)out of 
the sacred script into the Greek language and deposited in the form of books in the 
Egyptian temple sanctuaries by the second Hermes, the son of Agathodaimon and the father 
of Tat."" 

Part of the rationale underlying this adoption of two separate individuals-Thoth, 
the initial revealer, and Hermes, his translator into Greek-has been well explained 
by Garth Fowden. In Graeco-Roman Egypt the authority of original Egyptian texts 
went ivithout saying; but to claim authority for Greek translations of Egptian 
texts presented more of a problem considering the notorious difficulties involved 
in translating from Egptian into Greek. To ascribe these translations themselves 
to the authority of no less a figure than Hermes Trismegistus provided the perfect 
solution. '"ut at the same time, of course, it is important not to underestimate the 
significance of the linguistic fact that the Greek ivord for 'interpreter' or 'translator' 
-hermCneus-was a derivative from the god-name Hermes. The Hermes-h~rmpneus 
pun was a well-worn one in the Greek language, inside as well as outside of Her- 
metic circles. Hermes was automatically associated with the function of interpreter 
and translator; and in the Graeco-Egptian world a h~rmpneus was almost bound to 
be a translator from Egyptian into Greek.?' There was a real appropriateness in 
making Hermes Trismegistus the key recipient and transmitter-rather than the 
originator-of traditions deriving from the older Hermes: the great god Thoth. 

We are now at last in a position where we can understand and appreciate every 
aspect of Poimandres's introductory declaration: 

I am Poimandres, intelligence of the supreme authority. I know what )ou want, and I am 
with I O U  where~eryou are. 

The Egyptian god of wisdom-executor and intelligence of Re-presents himself 
by using one of his epithets instead of his name, as so often in Egyptian tradition; 
transliterated into Greek, the name is Poimandres. Thoth then goes on in our text 
to do something extremely significant. I'ia the Hermetic author of our text, 
identified by later Hermetists as Hermes Trismegistus, he interprets his name by 
translating it into Greek; and in terms of the Greek vocabulary which was current 
during the first few centuries AD, the resulting interpretationPgthe intelligence of 

:" Fclo<q(~r11ronogr;bhicn 72-73, ed.  A. A. Mosahanirner, GI-eek after I~uiou.But, a h o ~ e  all, it is to over-look the 
Leipzig 1984. pp. 40.31-41.7; for- the text see Foliden o nexplicit statement a little f ~ ~ r t h e r  in Syllcellua that 
(as in 11. I ) ,  p. 31 11. 108. Ther-e can be nn  real doubt  the translating waa done ,  preciaely, by Her~ l ies  the 
that tliia ia how the passage muat he punctuated a n d  )ounger: ' . . . this ia what h e  says about  the translation 
r-ead. To interpr-et it as saying that the original hiero- (h~r~nFnr in )of the booka b)-Her-rnes the aecond' (73, ed.  
ghph ic  texts \<-ere translated a n d  deposited '1y Agatho- hlossharnrner p.  41.20). 
dainion, son of the second Herrnea a n d  father of Tat' i a ,  ""owden (as in n .  I ) ,  pp. 29-31. 
firstl), to violate the usual g e n e a l o s :  see S o c k  a n d  :" For the pun  see H. hl. ,Jackson's cornnients, Z o ~ ~ r n u ~  
FestugiPr-e, iii. p. clxiii n. 1; Xlaht (as in n. I ) ,  ii, pp. 77- o/ f'rcnofloli~ 1.eltc.r Orn~qc~, 017 t h ~  Missoula 1978, p. 48 n. 
78, 281. Secondly, it is to ignore the obvious purl o n  42; the refs above, 11. 3.5; and  cf. also G. hlussies, 'The 
Il~rrrlFneuth~1~5n Hermea: Plato, inter-pr-etatio jrldaica of Thot-Hermes', in  b:~pp- and  cf  C,'~c~tylus407e; S t u d r ~ ~  
Orphic Hymn 28.6: Orph~rorun~Jrn~qrrnin,ed.  0. Ker-11, tic171 K P l i ~ ~ o n  Urdicc~tpd to Prof. Jan Zclndrr, ed. XI. Heerma 
Berlin 1922, fi: 297al ;  I'np. Grnrc. mag. (as in n. 26) van Toss et  al., I.eiden 1982, pp. 97-102. For- the r-ole of 
XIII.488; Diodor-us Siculus, Rihliothrcn I . 16.2; Hippoly- in Graeco-Rorna~i E p p t  see F. PI-eisigke,I~er .n l?n~u~ 
tus, Xrjutc~tio ornn~um he~c.r~szurrr M>r/~~rbuch Berlin 1923- 3.7.29: Syncellus himself, dc.r gzrch7~cIlpn Pnpjru~urktcnr lr~~,  
op.  cir. 73, ed.  Xloaaharnnier p .  41.20; a n d  esp. Zosi~lius 31, i, p .  399; arid F. Cumont, I-Egyf~tr rlp~ r t~ t ro lo~pr~ .  
(ed. Tonelli, as in 11. 7 ) ,  pp.  92.21-94.7. Thirdly, it is less Br-ussels 1937, p. 46 a n d  11.3. 
probable sylltactically o n e  ~vould  expect a ?nPn in the 
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the supreme authority', ho nous tes authentias-could hardly be more fitting or 
precise. Of course there is nothing at all inappropriate or accidental in this 
translation of Thoth's epithet into Greek: even Thoth himself, as Hermes the elder, 
was known in Hermetic circles as the 'interpreter' or 'translator1-hermeneus. 3H The 
role of Hermes as translator from Egyptian into Greek simply serves to throw an 
even brighter light both on the Egyptian origin of the name Poimandres and on the 
fact that the immediately following words were intended as an interpretative 
translation of the name itself; while on the other hand this example of an Egyptian 
name being translated and interpreted in Greek provides a remarkably vivid-and, 
from the point of view of the Hermetica as a whole, highly significant-example of 
what Hermetists meant when they attributed the role of interpreter and translator 
not only to the transmitter but even to the originator of their tradition. In short, 
here right at the start of the Hermetic corpus we have a startling reminder of the role 
of H~rmetism as a tradition of tmnslation. 

After Thoth-Poimandres has introduced himself, and after the translation of his 
name into Greek, we have the further very simple statement: 'I know what you want' 
(oida ho boulei). Once again, in terms of Egyptian theology there can be little doubt 
as to the identity of this god: he is Thoth, 'he who knoivs' and, in particular, 'he who 
reads people's hearts' (ip ib)."' Of particular relevance to our text is a memorable 
passage in one of the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri which opens with the familiar 
words 'I am Thoth', which has Thoth go on to repeat three times how it is imposs- 
ible for him not to know and understand everything and everyone, and which then 
continues: 

I know through and through what is in the souls of all men. .  . when they put their questions 
to me and c&e into my sight, when they talk and when they are silenf, so that I can tell 
them what has happened to them in the past, ~vhat is happening and ~vhat ~vill happen 
to them in future; and I know their skills and their lifestyle and their habits and what 
thev do . . . l0 

Thoth's mention here of people 'putting their questions to me' (eperotonton me) is 
an obvious reference to the Egyptian practice of temple incubation, which involved 
the deliberate questioning of gods through visions and dreams: a practice that 
happens to be well attested for T h ~ t h . ~ l  But it is an equally obvious reminder of the 
opening to the first of the Hermetica, where Thoth-Poimandres introduces himself 
and immediately goes on-throughout the rest of the dialogue-to answer the 
questions put to him by the writer of the t e ~ t . ~  So here we come to a crucial point 
for our understanding of the Greek Hermetic corpus: its apparent origin in the 
Egyptian temple practice of consulting dream oracles. 

" ZoZosimus (ed. Tonelli, as in n .  7) ,  11. 92.24-26 p. 2: Her-mes ~vho sees, know, conceals and reveals all 
(Tlioth as 'interpt-eter' or- tt-anslatot- 'of all things', things), correctly applied to Thoth by T. hlcl\. Scott (as 
hermfizeus pnnton ton onton). C:f. ibid., p. 94.3-7 ~vith in 11. 1),  pp. 97-98. 
Jackson. loc. cit.: Orphic Hymn 28.6 (hwnrinezr puntin); -" Ray (as in n. 39), pp. 38-73, 130-36. For the verbs 
Orphicorum /inpn(>ntn (as in n. 33), fr. 297al. rpwitin and chr?mnt7zrin (Pup. (;ruer. nrclg.. as in n. 26, 
'% Boylan (as in 11. 28), pp. 99-103, 180, 183. 195; \'.291-92, 287) cf. e.g. Herodotus 1.53; I'up. Gru~r. m(lg. 

Det-chain-Ut-tel (as in n. l l ) ,  pp. 51-94: kit-th (as in n. IV.3209-54; and Ray, op. cit., p. 136. 
30). col. 306; and cf: J. D. Ray, 7'hu Arrhivc o/ f i r .  " (Corp. Hmn. 1.1 -3 and passirn. 
London 1976. p. 160. 

I'np. G~nrc. mag. (as in 11. 26) V.247-303; and cf., in 
the Hermetica. K~T? Ko~nrozr 3 (Nock and Festugiere, i \ ,  
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And, finally, we come to the statement 'I am with you wherever you are' (suneimi 
soi pantachou). This is an assertion that would have been well understood during 
Graeco-Roman times by anyone at all familiar with the ancient cult of Thoth, which 
had its major centre at Hermoupolis in Upper Egypt: there, in strikingly similar and 
almost identical language, we find the Egyptian Hermes referred to on papyrus as 
'he who stands by you wherever you are' (hos paristatai soz pnntnchou), while in a 
letter originating from a similar milieu he is described as 'the protector-god' (tou 
phq'lattontos theou Hermou)." The identity of Poimandres and Thoth is confirmed, 
only to be confirmed again. With these opening remarks by Thoth-Poimandres the 
stage has been set for the grand revelation to come: a revelation which, in turn, was 
to strike the keynote for the Hermetic corpus as a whole. 

That may seem all there is to be said about the name Poimandres. In fact it i~ only 
half of the story. As we saw earlier, transcription of the Egyptian name P-eime nte-re 
into Greek in the specific form Poimandres is-in itself-perfectly understandable; 
and yet there can be little doubt that at the same time other factors were at work 
here as well. Any Greek-speaking native of Egypt would almost certainly have been 
aware that 'shepherd of the people' was a standard phrase in Homer; Aeschylus 
had used the one-word expression 'shepherd-of-men' (poimenanor),while the theme 
of a shepherd of men (pozmen andron) received a further boost from Platonic litera- 
ture; and, last but not least, personal names formed from the basic word Poimen, 
'shepherd', were far from unusual in Graeco-Roman Egypt.44 The transition from ez 
in Coptic to oi in Greek may have been easy enough by itself, but in this case we can 
be sure that the Greek idea of a shepherd of men helped to nudge it in that 
particular direction. 

We are now in a position to understand why so many scholars have found the 
decision as to whether or not to reject a Greek etymology for the word so difficult: 
the name does look like the Greek 'shepherd of men', and this is the interpretation 
given to it in later Hermetic tradition. But, as we have seen, appearances are 
deceptive: this Greek 'etymology' simply masks another, Egyptian one. The com- 
plexity of the situation may appear unusual and even unique, and yet it is not. In 
fact it is very common, far more so than is often appreciated. 

The phenomenon in question is best described as double etymology or re-
etymologising. The label 'folk etymology' has become standard in theoretical 
discussions of the phenomenon, but this has only served to prevent any real 
understanding of it from the very outset: it implies-quite wrongly-that the kind 
of etymologising involved was an unintelligent pastime only indulged in by the 

" G. Alkautis, Hmnroupo1i~-la-Grnrtdr,Lausanne 1918. p. 44 Homer. Iliad 2.243. etc.: I\eschylus, I'w~inns 241; 
175. col. 1.8; .-\. hloscadi, 'Le lettere dell'archirio di Plato, Stnte~mcln274e and the Platonic JJ ino  321 b-c, and 
Teofane'. ;\y,ptus. 1. 1970, p. 119.10; Fo~vden (as in n. cf. Iamblichus's amusing comment in his Qthagor~an  
1), p. 175; and cf. Cvrp. Hmm. 1.22 (pal-ayinomni.,,)  , LYr 35, 239-60; F. Preisigke, "hmentn~ch, Heidelberg 
Fowden correctly dismisses Meautis's theory (op. cit., p. 1922, p. 335; G. Heuser, Dir Pwronennnnrm d m  Koptm, 
176) that the statenlent on the papyrus \\.as intended as Leipzig 1929, i, p. 82: D. For-aboschi, Onomaticon 
a corlscious allusion to the Herrnetica; but he fails to clltmunrpnp~rolo~yicunr,Xlilan 1971. pp. 71, 263. 
consider the other possibilih that the statements in the 
first of the Her~netica are deliberate allusions to the 
Egvptian cult of Thoth. 
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masses, who were misled by their ignorance into giving explanations of foreign 
words that are nothing but uninformed mistakes. This idea of 'folk' etymology 
ignores the fact that for all ancient peoples-including Greeks and Egyptians- 
etymologising and punning did not have the frivolous connotations which they 
usually do for us. Instead, they tended to be both viewed and used by the 
intellectual elites-whether philosophers or priests-as a means of touching and 
bringing to the surface the innermost meaning of a word or name. There was no 
question here of making 'mistakes' because such people did not operate with, and 
often consciously flouted, our criteria of etymological correctness. And there is no 
dividing line to be drawn between popular and learned etymologising: they both 
fed into and informed each other.45 

M'hat is special about the phenomenon of re-etymologising is, firstly, that as a 
rule it involves adapting a word from one language to another, and secondly that 
in this process of adaptation the original form and sound of the word are often 
subtly modified in line with the new meaning it is being given. As far as the Greeks 
are concerned, this phenomenon occurred wherever they encountered foreign 
languages and cultures; a few examples will help to illustrate. 

On the southern slope of Mount Etna the Greeks discovered a small town called 
Geleatis, famous for its family of dream-interpreters; they called the family Galeotai 
or 'sword-fish', and subsequently described them as 'sea-prophets'-playing on the 
fact that the sea around Sicily abounded in sword-fish.-'Wontact with Iran gave rise 
to a good number of complete and partial re-etymologies. The Black Sea became 
Euxeinos, 'the hospitable', from Old Persian nkhshninn ('dark blue' or 'black'); the 
king-name Kurush became Kuros (the modern 'Cyrus'), which in Greek meant 
'supreme power'; and the name Chithrakhvarnah-'whose essence is glory'-was 
partially re-etymologised as Tetraphernes (from tetm-, 'four') .-" The same applied 
to contacts with Mesopotamia. The Akkadian river-name Purattu was re-etymol-
ogised by the Iranians as Hufratu, 'well-endowed with fords', and then partially 
re-etymologised yet again by the Greeks as the Euphrates (from eu-, 'well'); the 
healing goddess Gula's title Azugallatu ('Great Lady Doctor') became attached in 
the eastern Mediterranean to Apollo and was eventually re-etymologised as Aigletes, 
'The Radiant One'; while the famous name Heracles was often understood by the 
Greeks as meaning 'Glory of Hera'-and could just about be accepted now as 
meaning that except for the troublesome middle vowel-but is almost certainly a 

4' On attitudes to e~rnologising among the Greeks see 4?X. I.. Kjellbet-g, art. 'Galeoi', P a u l ) ~  fialmcjclopiirlir 
dm clasischun . i l t~- t~cnrs i~~isens thaf f .  

1963. pp. 14'2-48, and J.  Bollack, Empidock Paris 1965- liroll et al.. rii.i, Stuttgart 1910, cols 59'2-9-2; and cf. 
J. H. Quince); 'Etvmologica'. Rheinischcs .lJuseum, cri, ed. G. \Visso~va, \V. 


69. i ,  pp. 289-90: among the Egyptians. S. Schott, JJjthu Strabo 1.2.15. 

und L~l~thurtbildung Leipig 1945, pp. E ~ i x e i ~ ~ o s :  (as in 4 5 ) ,  pp. K . 
im altun ,Qyptm, 47 Eilers n.  38-39: 
59-63. For the standard riew of 'folk enmolop '  as at1 Sclinlitt, 'Namenkundlit her- Streifrug lims Schwarre 
ignorant error- cS. e.g. J. Vendryes, 'Sur l'knrnologie Xleer'. For.\rhl~ngen. firtschriji / i i ~Sprachii~is~en~cI~aftlzchc 

croisbe', t.lt)mologie, ed. R. Schmitt. Darmstadt 1977, pp. lohnnn Knobloch, Innsbruck 1985, pp. 409-15. Kiiros: 
174-75. As an introduction to the phenomenon of 1-e- P:Huyse, Iranischu "hmen in dun piin7pchischm llokumenten 
enmologising in antiquity, it is still wet-th reading E. I\. Agjpturz.5 (= Irclni.\che.\ Per~unennclm(>nbuch,ed.  XI. 
Freeman's Histor) uf Sirilj, Oxford 1891-94. i, pp. 559- Xlayt-hofer and K. Schmitt, r, 6a) .  l'ienna 1990. p. 45. 
64.  (;f: also TV. Eilers, Gpo,i~aphi~rhe Tetraphernes: ibid., p. 62. Sore also the Greek habit oS ,lirmengdmng 7n und 
zrm Iran (Si~ungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie replacing the prefix Baga- ('god') in Iranian names with 
det- ivissenschaften. Phil.-hist. Nasse, 198'2/5), hlunich the GI-eek prefix mega- ('great'): H. \V. Bailey in 
1982, esp. p. 49. Enc~clopaedia Ira~~ira,  iii. 1989, p. 404. 
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re-etymology of the Akkadian god-name Erragal." And the same thing naturally 
happened as a result of contact with the Jews: the name Jerusalem, which meant 
'city of peace', became known to the Greeks as Hierosolyma-the 'holy' city.19 

Egypt, of course, is no exception. The word that has given rise to our 'oasis' 
occurs in Greek literature as auasis, the 'dry' place; and the title which in Egyptian 
meant 'living statue' (shesep ankh) ended up in Greek as Sphinx, 'the throttler'."' 
But there is one word which for our purposes is especially significant. Lucian of 
Samosata refers in a dialogue of his to a revered Egyptian magician called 
Pancrates. We should be none the wiser if it were not for the fact that one of the 
Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri mentions someone who was no doubt the same 
person; but on this occasion the papyrus calls him by his original Egyptian name 
-Pachrates, which means 'the child'."' The name Pancrates was by no means 
exceptional in Graeco-Roman Egypt, but what is certainly significant in the case of 
Pachrates-Pancrates is the meaning of this Hellenised version of his name as 
preserved by Lucian: 'the master over all'. As Karl Preisendanz has pointed out, 
this new form of Pachrates's name has an obvious connection with the theme of 
magical domination and in particular with the epithet pantocrator, which means 
exactly the same and is frequently used in the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri as an 
epithet both for the god whom the magician invokes with the intention of 
identifying with him and-by implication and transference-for the successful 
magician himself." In fact it is hardly a coincidence that in the papyrus where he is 
mentioned Pachrates is described as a priest-magician from Heliopolis, the 
traditional centre for the worship of Re: the title pantocrator is particularly at home 
elsewhere in the magical papyri as an epithet of the supreme sun-god Helios-Re- 
and not surprisingly, considering that it is a more or less exact equivalent in Greek 
of Re's long-standing epithet neb r djer; 'lord to the limits'.":' 

48 Euphrates: H y s e  (as in 11. 47), p. 43; and cf. F. H. in Greek: T. Hopfner, Plutarc.h, i%m /.\is itnd O t i n ,  
\Veissbach, art. 'Euphrates', Prlzrl).$ ficlbn(?c./op(idir (as in Prague 1910-41, ii. pp. 71, 266. 
n. 16). vi.i, 1907, col. 1196; Eilers (as in n. 45), p. 30. "' Lucian, Ph~lop.\cudrs34-36; Pap. Grclec. mag, (as it1 
.liglFttes: \V. Burkert. 'Itinerant Diviners and Magicians: n. 26) K.2416. C:f. B. liuster, Dr tribzis ca~minzlrris p@ri 
A Seglected Element in (;ult~~ral  (;onracts3, 7 . h ~  C;rt>ek I'c~n'inar mn@ta~,  Konigsher-g 8-191, pp. 12-1 3: Fo~vden 
R ~ n a i ~ ~ a n r cuJ'thr Eighth (:enfrirj B. (:., ed. R. Hiigg. Stock- (as in n. I ) ,  pp. 166-67; and for the Egptian name 
holm 1983, p. 118: and cf. idern, Tht> 0nmtal i : ing  Pachrates, 1.iiddeckens (as i t 1  n. 13), i. p. 211. 011the 
Kn~olzrtion,(;arnhridge, hlass. 1992. pp. 75-79. Heracles: title 'child' as a d i ~ i n e  epithet-fbr, among other 
S. Dalley. 'Near Eastern Patron Deities of Slining and deities, the sun-god Re-see T. McA. Scott (as in n. I ) ,  
Smelting in the L.ate Bron7e and Early Iron Ages'. &port pp. 169-73; and below. 11. 53. 
o f  t h ~  Anfiquifie.\, C~przrs, 1987, pp. 63-66; " K. Preisendanr, art. 'Pachrates', Pclulj.\ K m L n ~ c I c ~Drparlmenf r f  
and cf. H. Usenet; I)ir Sintjuthsagrn, Bollll 1899, pp. 58- piidie (as in 11. 46), xviii.ii, 1, 1942, cols 2071-74. For use 
60; J. Zwickel; art. 'Herakles'. Pazrl~s Kt~alencjclupdir, of the epithet pnntutratir in the context of magical 
viii.i. 1912, cols 323-28. identification with a god see e.g. Pap. (;mrc. mag. (as in 

4" I.. Parmentier, K~rhmchu.\ szrr Z P  trait6 rl'l.\is el rl'Os~ns n. 26) XIII.761-806, and note also XII.231-32 (Crates) 
dr Plntarqi~r. Brussels 1913, pp. 83-84; add Philo of hlex- with Preisendan7, op. cit., col. 2072. 
andria. I.+ uf ,\.Ju.\e~ 2.72. and On Drpanls 2.246, 2.230. ':' Pap. C;TUP(. mag. (as in n. 26) IY.2446. C:f. e.g. ibid.. 

"O Auaris: Straho 2.3.33, 17.1.5, 17.1.42: Erma11 and 111.197. 218. and thr the Eg-ptian title see n .  24 and 
GI-apow (as in n. 11). j: p. 317; J. Bergman. 'Beitrag 7ur the further refs in T. SfcX. Scott (as in n. I ) ,  pp. 58-62. 
Interpretatio GI-aeca: I\gvptische Gotter in griechischer 68-71: note also Horapollo. Hierogljl~hita 1.64, ed. 
Ubertragung3..Svnnzti~m,ed. S. S. Hat-tman, Stockhol~n Sbor-done (as in n. 29) pp. 128.1-129.2. On the names 
1969. p. 211 n. 3. Sphinx: C. de \.Tit, 1.r r6k et I P  Yens du 'child' and 'lord of all' as alternatke epithets of the sun- 
lion r lnn  / E , ~ p t u  anciunne. Leiden 1951, p. 41; Sf. L. god in both Egptian and Graeco-Egptian sour-ces see 
\Vest. H~s iod ,  7'h~ogonj.  Oxford 1966, p. 256. Cornpare J .  Bergnlan, 'Ancient Egptian Theogony in a GI-eek 
also for- example the Egptian to~vn-name Per- rnedjed hlagical Papyrus'. Sfzrd7uc in  E ~ p t i a n  Kaliyion ... (as in n. 
-Perndje in Coptic-~vhich becarne PernptFt. 'the fifth'. 37). pp. 28-37. 
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The example of Pachrates-Pancrates is remarkable not only because of its 
immediate relevance to the world of the Hermeticai4 but also because of the 
effortless way in which, through the intermeshing reticulation of Graeco-Egyptian 
culture, a motif of Egyptian origin finds itself transferred into Greek. M'hatever 
Pachrates may have lost in terms of the significance of his original name as a result 
of its being Hellenised he more than made up for in terms of the new name he 
acquired: this was re-etymologising at its serendipitous best. And there can be little 
doubt that much the same thing happened in the case of the name Poimandres. 
As noted earlier, the tendency among scholars who adhere to the Greek etymology 
of the name has been to claim-with more than a little proprietorial interest-that 
here we have a revealing example of the Hermetica's indebtedness to Judaeo- 
Christian tradition, in the form of the idea of a divine 'shepherd of men'." But 
apart from the fact that the notion of a shepherd of men has a long history 
stretching back to the dawn of Greek literature, and apart from the further fact that 
this history can be traced back earlier still, via Mycenaean culture, to its roots in 
the Near East,jb what has also been missed is the evidence indicating that the Jewish 
and Christian ideas of God, saviour or spiritual guide as a shepherd evolved out of 
one religious tradition in particular: the Egyptian. There, naturally enough, the role 
was associated with one god above all-Re, 'the good shepherd of men', ever-
attentive, ever-conscious of the needs of his flock-and also with other Egyptian 
gods who performed the function of delegate or executor for Re." For Thoth, 
'minister and counsellor of Re in the government of the world',jH there could be 
few more appropriate resurrections. In the case of Poimandres, just as in the case of 
Pancrates, the process of re-etymologising validates itself: the end justifies the 
means. Everything becomes very simple when we start to approach the Hermetica 
as arising in the first instance out of the humus of Egyptian social, cultural and 
religious traditions. From this basic perspective all the other contributing factors- 
Greek and also Jewish (although not Christian: of Christian influence on the 
Hermetica there is not a trace) j''-fit naturally into place. 

The double-etymology phenomenon has, all in all, some important lessons to 
teach us about the name Poimandres. First, scholars have assumed that any 
approach to understanding the word must mean opting for either an Egyptian or a 
Greek etymology.h0 But the situation is in fact far more subtle and complex than 
that: ironically, by giving up the shepherd etymology we end up finding it again. 

Second, it will have become clear that the process of re-etymologising need not 
be arbitrary but, on the contrary, can play a vital role in perpetuating strands of 
tradition from one language and culture into another. The validity as well as the 
significance of this process lie in its dynamism and modernity: old ideas reappear in 
a refreshingly new, refreshingly contemporary shape and form. Literal translation 

34 For the magical papyt-i and the Hermetic corplis see The examples tiorn Gnosticism and Manichaeisrn (ihid., 
ahme, pp. 3-4 and n. 12. pp. 143-44) Cf. also Erman are particularly r e l r ~ a ~ l t .  
"j Abo\e. p. 3 with n. 8. and Grapow (as in n. 14), ii, p. 75.8-13; Keit7ensteill (as 
" R. Schrnitt, Dichtung und I)ichter~prac.hr in  inrlogermcl~2- in n.8),  p. 32 n;and Ion Franz (as ill n. 6).  p. 434. 

icher Ztn't. iyiesbaden 1967, pp. 283-84; E. Benveniste. j8 BoyIan (as ill n. 28). p. 82. 
Le iiocahulai~e rlrr instifutions indoc~l~ropirnnrs. Pat-is 1969. jq Grese (as ill 11. 12). pp. 44-47. 55-58. Fowden (as 
ii, pp. 90-95. in n. I ) ,  pp. 38-39. -

' I  
- D. Aliillet; 'Der glite Hirte', 2itsch?ift f f y  uapfischr "" So e.g. Fowden. op. cit., p. 32 and n. 120. 

Spyache und Altmtzrmrkzrnd~. Isxsvi, 1961, pp. 126-44. 
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of the name Poimandres from Egyptian into Greek as 'intelligence of the supreme 
authority' was useful up to a point; but for a primarily Greek-speaking audience- 
which of course is the audience to which our Hermetica were addressed-there 
would soon be no awareness that this translation of the name was in fact just that. 
Re-etymologising the word provided a more permanent solution. And to avoid 
misjudging this solution as mere frivolity we need to remember that-even for the 
earliest of Greeks as for the Egyptians-to find an etymology for the name of a 
divinity was viewed as a crucial part of getting to know the god's true nature. It is 
also important in this connection to appreciate how valuable an instrument the 
practice of re-etymologising could be for members of esoteric traditions, which 
often tend to place considerable emphasis on the need for each new generation to 
reformulate traditional ideas by adapting them to contemporary circumstances and 
audience^.^^ 

Finally, the phenomenon of double etymology is a dramatic reminder that 
appearances can be misleading. Its very success lies in the ability to lure people into 
assuming that the secondary etymology is the primary one, and classical scholars 
unwilling to stretch themselves to consider the possibility that something written or 
spoken in Greek could have a rich and fertile non-Greek background are likely to 
prove the perfect victims. Often a name that has been re-etymologised in Greek 
betrays its non-Greek origin through some small flaw, as with the final syllable of the 
name Poimandres; we ignore such tell-tale details at our peril. And of course the 
more successful the new etymology, the better it covers its tracks by appearing as 
what it once was not. 

There are, obviously, some important implications here for our understanding of 
the Hermetica. It is not just a question of one isolated example of Egyptian 
traditions being carried through into Greek, although that would be significant 
enough in itself. Instead, as we have seen, the name Poimandres throws its shadow 
across the Hermetic corpus as a whole. And what makes this particular example 
even more significant is the fact that here, right at the start of the Hermetica, there 
is no need for any translation process to be inferred. On the contrary, it is pre- 
sented to us quite consciously and quite deliberately: the name Poirnandres is 
translated into Greek as 'intelligence of the supreme authority', nous tis authentias, 
which is a remarkably appropriate and effective way of translating the original 
Egyptian expression into the Greek philosophical and religious terminology of the 
first few centuries AD. 

And this, too, is not all. As an example of the transfer of Egyptian ideas into the 
Greek text of our Hermetica the case of the name Poimandres is not alone: as soon 
as we get a grip on it, a whole number of other examples start to come to the 
surface as well. The very first sentence of the Hermetica sets the scene for the vision 
of Poimandres by describing the preliminary state of consciousness required-a 
state similar to, but different from, deep sleep-and then describes the initial form 

"' (:f. m y  commelits. 'The GI-eek Origin of the Sixth- 
(;e~itury Dating of ZOI-oaster'. Bullptin cf fhu School (/' 
Ori~ntaln n d  ;\fncnn Sfurllrs. liii. 1990, p. 261 with n.99. 
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and appearance of Poimandres himself. In doing so it plunges us into the easily 
recognisable world of Graeco-Egyptian practices for incubation and the inducing of 
visions: practices which may have had certain analogies with incubation practices 
among the Greeks, but which also had characteristically native features because 
their roots were fixed firmly in indigenous Egyptian tradition. h' As for Poimandres's 
two opening statements-'I know what you want, and I am with you wherever you 
are'-enough has already been said about their particular relevance to the cult of 
Thoth; but here it is worth adding that an emphasis on Thoth's all-knowingness and 
omnipresence is especially appropriate in the case of someone who has just been 
visited by Thoth in a vision or dream."' 

hen we come to the roles attributed, throughout the first of the Hermetica, to 
a divine personified Intelligence ( n o u s )  and a divine personified Word (logos) as 
responsible for the creation of the universe. Certain superficial, and dissatisfying, 
analogies can be drawn here with the roles played by logos and nous in earlier Greek 
philosophical tradition or in Philo of Alexandria; but in the vividness of the 
personifications and the exactness of the details these Hermetic figures correspond 
unmistakeably to the functions of Thoth-or Sia-and Hu in Egyptian theological 
tradition."qt is the same with the repeated identification, again running through 
the first of the Hermetica, of the divine ,VOUSor Poimandres with Life. This, too, 
makes little sense in terms of Greek philosophy; but it corresponds exactly to the 
fact that in Egyptian tradition Thoth, like Sia, is the giver of abundance and the 
'lord of life'.b' Similarly, Poimandres's revelation starts with him undergoing a 
number of changes in appearance: he turns into light, then the light turns into 
dark, then the darkness turns into a watery, primal chaos. Scholars have repeatedly 
insisted on reducing the role of light and darkness in this first Hermetic treatise to 
one of strict dualism. But when we put aside these schematisations and read the text 
with fresh eyes we see that this is not the case at all. The light turns into darkness, 
fire leaps up out of the darkness. Here is no radical dualism: in Greek philosophical 
terms it is more or less baffling, but what it does correspond to exactly is the 

For- the prrliniinar! stnte of awareness-sirnilar to "-' See the refs i l l  nn.  27-28 nbovr; also Reitrrllstei~l 
but different frorn deep sleep (Carl,. HY~IIL. I(. with 24 11. 1 ( nous), 39-43 (10,gos).I .  l )-see (as ill n.  8 ) ,  pp. 23-24 
H. E. de  J o ~ i g ,  Dr .4pziluio (tiaco~urn r~~ystmiorlim tustr, For solrlr fiindarnental remarks o11 the relntiotl henire11 
Leideli 1900, pp. 99-106, esp. p. 105: Reit7enstritl (as ill the Egyptian ideas of Sia and HLIand the Greek ideas of 
n.8 ) ,  p. 12 11. 1. p. 961. C:f. in particular Oxjri~ynchzis nolts n ~ i d  logos see ,J. H.  Breasted, 'The Philosoph) of a 
p(ipyn 1381, col. v, 107-09 (vision of Irnhotrp): for the Slernphitr Priest', Z~lfsthnffJio. ijg)ptisch(> .Sf)rnri~u cr7zri 
specificallv E<gyrian features of this ,?ision-text see J .  :\/trrtli~~~skundr,xxxix, 1901, p. 34. Regarding the 
I.ripoldt, '1'011 Ubersetzungrn ~ u l d  Uhersetzrrn', disso~in~ice:\us henceell the Hermetic and the tmditional 
.4ntiku ~ i n d  Orient, I;c.ctsth~lff 12i'lhrl1n Schubart, ed.  S. Greek ~ i o t i o ~ i s  logos arld nozrs cf ,J. philosophical of 
Slorenr. Leiprig 1950, pp. 56-38; and,  ill gelieral, B. 1'. Dillon's cornrnent$, Ti~r  ,\lidrll~, Plntonisls, 1.ondon 1977, 
Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 7 % ~Oxyrl~y~lchusPnpyn, xi, pp. 391-92. 
Lolido11 1915, pp. 190-91, 2 2 - 2 3 ,  For the enormous (5 , p. Hrrnr. 1.9, 12, 21. 3" For Thoth see R. 

( h y p ~ ~ r n ~ g ~ t h / ; s ) of risio~l-figure see, again, Pietschrnann, H~rnirs 7i.ismo,4rlrlstos, 1.eiprig 1873, p. 24:sire the 
Oxyrl~ynchzis papyri 1381. col. vi, 1 17- 18: Pafji. (;rnpr.. ?nag. Bovlali (ns in n.28),  pp. I 17, 181, 188 (nuh nnkh), 189, 
(ns ill 11. 26) I\'.696 (hyf)-frll~uguthPs); 191, 196, 198; Ka) (as in n. 39) ,  p. 161; and  larnblichu$, On thr also 
,\.lystt~rios 2.4; Nock and FestugiPre, i. p. 8 n.3. On the Reit/rnstri~i (as in n .  8 ) ,  p. 20 # 2 ~ r i t h  11. 3. For Sia 
tech~iicnl tern1 p(.!z I I P ~ M ;  o r  ' a r r iu l  of the god' ,  used in see Riliggreli (as in n .  27) ,  pp. 13, 23; and  Bainr$ (as 
E<gytian rnagic n ~ i d  nl!sticisrn to refer to the ndrelit of in n. 27),  p. 116. The  frequent reference to Thoth-
a god i l l  a \ision o r  dream, see ,J. H. ,Johlison, 'Louvre ns life and h,y/~t Poi~rln~idres is. of course, equall) u~ ider -  
E322Y: .A Dernotic Magical Text', I;nchorici, vii, 1977. sta~idnble: $ee Bovla~i (as ill 11. 28) ,  pp. 62-75. 81-82; 
pp. 90-9 1. and also Irerseli (as ill n. 1) .  p. 33.
"'See the refs in 1111.40-41 nbo\r ,  and esp. Ray (as i l l  

11. 39) .  pp. 64-63, # 1 7 . 2 0 2 2 .  
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fundamental, subtle and often highly ambiguous idea in ancient Egvpt of cos-
mology mirroring the everyday disappearance and reappearance of the sun, with 
darkness in one sense the opposite of the light but in another sense simply its 
primeval form."" And to disperse any possible doubt that this is indeed the idea 
involved here, one need only add that our Hermetic text describes the frightful 
darkness which is transmuted into the primeval, watery chaos as being a coiled 
serpent. It is usual to compare this image with the theme of the 'outer darkness' as 
a great serpent in the Gnostic Pzstis Sophzn. But this, yet again, is to miss the essential 
point. The description in the Pzstzs Sophia, like similar ones in other Gnostic texts, 
derives its origin from Egyptian cosmological tradition.''' As for our Hermetic 
passage, it has far more exact and detailed parallels not in these contemporary or 
slightly later Gnostic texts but in ancient Egyptian descriptions-dating back to the 
Pyramid Texts-of the cosmic serpent coiled 'with its many coils' in the dark, 
chaotic waters of the primal abyss, representing the first stage of divine manifes- 
tation in the mythological past prior even to the appearance of the sun, and 'arising 
out of the darkness of the Primeval Waters before any definite thing yet existed'. 
W'hat is more, this serpent-whose outer coils are the limits of creation-is the 
primordial form of God as he 'devises the Logos, the creative Word which lays down 
the laws of what is to be made'.hh And to that we have to add that this divine serpent 
-as the symbol of primeval chaos and darkness, just as in our Hermetic text-had 
a special link with the ancient cult-centre of Thoth at Hermoupolis. This helps to 
explain why Philo of Byblos refers to the divine status of the serpent as a matter 
discussed in the 'sacred writings' of Thoth; and it also has a bearing on the way that 
Graeco-Egyptian magical literature presents the serpent as one of the divine shapes 
assumed by Thoth in his cosmic metamorphoses. hL' 

" V ( : o r p .  H w n ~ .  1.4-3. Cf. e.g. d e  \.\.it (as ill 11. 30) ,  pp. also idem, 'Horapollon and the Enptiari C:otlceptiol~r 
1.38-61; R. T. Kundle Clark, ~112.1h and S~11rbo1 in  :incie~,t of Eternity'. Kiilistci cii stirrli o~irntnb,  xsxviii, 1963, pp. 
l<qpt .Lolldo11 1959. pp.  50-53, 239-4" 2.32-56. It mill 1 7 - 8 6 ,  For the recurrence of the ininge in Egyptian 
I x  noteti that the description in Corp. Her~~r .  1.3 of the Pnrndisr o/ rnonastic (;hristianity see E. A. I\..Budge, 7 % ~  
fire e~r le rg i~ ig  n ~ i dnsce~idi l~g the Fnth(w, I.ondo11 1907. i. p. li. It !rill be ~ i o t r d  out  of the pri~rlal darkness that the 
closrl) correspond$ to the account of the rrnrrgencr of exnct term used in Corp. H W I I I .  1.1-6 nnd 20 for the 
the sun in Herrnetic frngtnetlt 33  (Nock arid FestugiPre, pritnordial waters-h~grci Physis-rrcl~rs in Plutal.ch's 
iv~pp. 140-41). accourit of E L ~ p t i a l i  cosmology, Ori Isis ontl Osi~is  :i65c:
'" (;f. (.'orp. Her~n.  1.4 mith the conlnirntarv ill Nock note.see also the fb l lo~r i~ lg  

rind Festugiere, i, p. 12 11. 9. The  text should he read, ""undle Clark (as iri 11. 66) ,  pp .  36, 50-.3.i, 240-41. 
'skoliis ~ ~ ~ I ~ . ~ T ~ I I I L ~ I I ~ I I  (;f. 510 a1146, mith I<.hus riknscri 1nr ophr~i, ritn urcion nlrtn- esp. f<yrnll~ici T/.~ts. utterance 
bnllon~~rionto skoton': ' . . . t<vistirig round and  round ill Srthe's conlnirlits. i'%w.\rt:L~ng-I ~ I II(o11~mr1ztn7~ ac d ~ 1 1  
coils. to me  it seemed lust like a sriake. Theri, ns I (;liickstadtnltflb?/itisch~n P~~n~~ri t l~nt / - \ - tun ,  arid Hatnhurg 
~ra tched ,  the darkness started to charige ...'. For the 1933-6'2. r pp. 43-44: and  S. .A. B. Slercer, T l ~ rPyrnmiri 
reading rsppirunruno~i(Pnrisirius 1297 in niarg.) cf. the 7ii~tc.N e ~ rh r k  1952, iii, p. 56.5, who points ollt that the 
lexica s .1~.  sprirn, sprirnomn~. rind the Hertnrs Trisnie- mention here of ' the coniir~g into bring ot the water' 
gistu\ text r d .  C:E. Knelle, 'HerniPs h hsclepios, Le livre corresporids exactly to the idea of the t~y,kvrr phssl, or 
sacre sur le$ dPcans', &-JZL(> d~ Philologi(ie xxxii. 1908. p. primordial 'water) substarice' i r ~  Plntarch's lsis unri Osi17s 
2.38.8.3-86. Ophri is h! far the best supplrrnrl~t  after his (see previous no t r ) .  
nknsui 111,: ~ r h e r ea point of cotnpnrisori is required (cf, "!' For the serpent and Hertnonpolis cf. R ~ u i d l r  Clark 
Gorp. Herm. 1.4 ad fin.; Hippolytus, Rifutntlo 5.19.18): it (as in 11. 66) ,  pp ,  32-55, 240: f ~ r  the passage fro111 Philo 
is difficult not to suspect that this o~rlissio~i of the ~ r o r d  of 8)hlos. Eusehius, P~ncpnmtio mnngvlicrc 1 .I 0.46-3 1, 
for 's~inke' f io~r l  the manuscript traditiori was at least \$it11 F o ~ r d e ~ i  (as ill 11. 1) .  p. 217 for the eviderlce of 
partly theological in  lnotive rather thari purely nc- Hrrrnoupolitnri i~ i l lu rncr  on  I'hilo's stntenients: and for 
ciderltal. Finnllv, riln c~'t1o11-'theri I snw'-should be Thoth t rar isf~rnl ing hirnself illto n serpent ( o f , h ~ s ) .  
co~isidrred the best recon$truction of the tnnriuscripts' Keit7eristri1i (as iri 11. 8 ) .  p. 20 11. 6 (cf. p. 22 11. 2 ) .  See 
i~npossihleridotn. For the Egyptian origiri of the image also belo<v. 11.84. 
iri the Pistis .Sof,hici see Ivrrsrn (as in 11. 1 ) ,  p. 30: n ~ i d  cf. 
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What are we to make of these parallels? More specifically, why have they either 
not been noticed at all or, if noticed, hardly been given the attention they deserve? 
To answer these questions we need in the first instance to take a brief look at 
the recent history of Hermetic scholarship. In 1904 Reitzenstein published his 
Pozvzandres: an admirable preliminary attempt to uncover the Egyptian theological 
background of the Greek Hermetic texts. The book met with remarkably hostile 
rejection-so hostile that Reitzenstein eventually lost his nerve and recanted. But 
on closer analysis the assumptions underlying this rejection turn out to be fun- 
damentally flawed. First, Reitzenstein's critics felt that for their purposes no real 
knowledge of Egyptian tradition was necessary; instead, they simply assumed that 
because the Hermetic texts used recognisably Greek philosophical terms there 
could be no possible justification for looking outside of Greek philosophy for their 
origin. Second, they made the other basic mistake of considering themselves 
justified in distinguishing sharply between the supposedly 'philosophical' texts 
contained in the Corpus Hermeticum and the magical, astrological and alchemical 
Hermetica. As Thaddeus Zielinski was to write, 'Reitzenstein's chief error lay in the 
fact that he obliterated the distinction benveen Higher Hermetica and Lower Her- 
metica'. Zielinski was quite prepared to accept that what he called the Lower 
Hermetica-the magical and alchemical texts-were essentially Egyptian in inspi- 
ration, but he insisted that none of this had any relevance at all to the 'higher' 
philosophy of the Hermetic corpus: these texts were purely Greek, and he ex-
pressed his 'fear of the damage that could be inflicted by the sickly vapours of 
Egyptian theology if no steps are taken in time to provide some draughts of critical 
fresh air'. He ended, poetically, by urging the 'need to turn our backs on the entire 
fog-bound sea of Egyptian theology'-ironically turning back at the Egyptians the 
same language of apocalyptic condemnation which, in the Hermetica, they 
themselves had implicitly directed against the barbaric influence of Greek 'wisdom' 
and lifestyle on their country."' The other irony was to come. The aftereffects of 
this onslaught on Reitzenstein's position still linger on-in spite of the fact that the 
discovery of new Hermetic texts near Nag Hammadi in the 1940s has shown 
Reitzenstein was justified all along in refusing to draw any categorical distinction 
between the 'philosophical' and the so-called 'technical', or magical, Hermetica. 
Any appearance that our Hermetic corpus is free of all such supposedly base and 
superstitious tendencies is, it has now become clear, likely to be due more to 
Byzantine editorial scruple than to any significant difference in origin or milieu." 
And if the starting-points for Reitzenstein's critics were far from satisfactory, so were 
their conclusions. In their attempts to explain the Hermetic corpus in terms of 
Greek philosophical trends they were not only obliged to assume different philo- 
sophical allegiances for almost every individual treatise (and, sometimes, even for 

"' T. Zirlinski. 'Hernles ulid die Hrrinetik 11: Der cornpare the Latin dsrlepius 24-26, esp. 2.5 ad fin. ( 'et 
y r sprnng  tiel- Hrrnletik'. :ir(hiv J i i ~KPli@onszuirs~nrO~~~P, ips? torpore cf. nndn i r  rnarsto larrgurscrt': Nock 
ix, 1906, pp. 25-30: n ~ i d  compare for illstnllce the Frstugiere. ii. pp. 329.23, 382 11. 219. ~ r i t h  Foivden, as in 
coninlents hv (;. \nn 3Ioo1-sel, ?%r .L!p.\t~li(~s of H W I I I P S  n .  1. p. 41) .  Further refs to the Reitzellstein contl-o\rrsy -. are give11 11) Iversen (as ill n. l ) ,  p. 28.Insn~rgis lus ,  Utrrcht  1953, p. 10. 011 the 'popular  

Hermetic writings, . . . revrllilig ill magic, {vitchcraft and  'I XlahP (as in n. 1). ii, pp. 449-50; Fo~vclell (as ill n.  


alchemy'. ns 'a disgl-ace to the crenin of the fanlily' and  I ) ,  pp. 116-18, 17" :a11 deli Brork and  Q~iispel (as in 

as 'Hermetic bastards' \$it11 their 'hocus-pocus in the 11. 3 ) ,  pp ,  17-19; and  cL.1. Dol-esse (as in 11.20). p. 68. 

lower regions'. For Zieliliski's o1rn choice of  imager! 
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different parts of one and the same text) but, even more strikingly, each scholar 
who experimented with this categorisation came up with totally different results 
from everyone else." The chaotic situation that resulted has, predictably, been laid 
at the door of 'syncretism' and attributed to the lack of any real concern on the part 
of the Hermetic authors with philosophical consistency or integrity. But the 
questions which seem not to have occurred to these critics are to ask whether in 
&ing to approach the Hermetica from a purely Greek philosophical angle they are 
not missing something more essential, or to ask what-if the authors of the 
Hermetica irere not really concerned with the rigours of Greek philosophy-their 
primary concerns actually were. 

The results of this destructive analysis of the Hermetic coruus have been 
embodied in the now-standard edition an'd commentarv bv Arthur ~ a r b v  Nock and 

I I i 

Andre-Jean Festugikre: virtually every page of the work announces that this or that 
statement in the Hermetica is a mere 'banality' or 'commonplace', yet another 
Greek philosophical 'cliche'. But this vast structure of criticism is, for a number of 
reasons, unsustainable. To begin with, there can be no doubting that originally the 
Hermetica were not written as mere philosophical and intellectual exercises. On 
the contrary, they were clearly the products of specific circles of people belonging 
to a living tradition; and they arose out of, and served as pointers towards, a way of 
life based on mystical practice and realisation." The cruiial point here, which in a 
scholarly context can hardly be overemphasised, is that whereas in the eyes of a 
philosopher or intellectual a familiar idea may appear 'banal' or 'commonplace', 
for a mystic the situation is entirely different. M'hat counts for him or her is the 
practical grasp and personal realisation of the idea. Once that has been achieved its 
banality or rarity is irrelevant; it may be the seemingly most banal of ideas which 
proves the most profound once it has been experienced. 

The second point leads on naturally from the first. To judge ideas in the 
Hermetica at face value is to overlook the crucial question as to what these ideas 
meant to the writers of the texts, and as to how the\: uspd them. Bv the start of the 
Christian era Stoic and Platonic terminology had: as we well khow, become an 
integral part of Greek theoretical language throughout the Near East. But if every 
time that a writer uses Stoic or Platonic termin~lo~gy, or themes, we assume he was a 
Stoic or Platonist we are likely to make some fundamental misjudgements.j4 
Alchemical literature, with its close ties to Hermetic literature, is a good case in 
point. Alchemists were especially fond of using Stoic vocabulary to describe the 
'upward' and 'downward' processes of cosmic creation: vocabulary which occurs 
also in the first of the Hermetica. But for the alchemists this terminology had a 
more complex and profound significance than it did for the Stoics because they 

" See the surnrnnr) In Grese (as in 11. 12), pp. 43-44. d'ininlortalitt. ;I la 1uniii.re drs H(v~~rpt icnde Nag 
'Vf. K.-LV. Triiger (as in 11. 1). pp. 187-90; idem, Harnrnndi et de tl6couvertrs pl11.i r6centes'. I'igrl~c~e 

'On Invrstigatirrg the Hermetic Docurnerrts (;orrtninetl Ch~i s t i ana~ ,  199I ,  pp. 349-66; D. J .  41. IVhitehousr. XI\; 
of t h ~  A I I ~in Nag Harnrnndi (;odex \?', AVag Hcl~~r~~radl  and (;nosls. 171r H y ~ ~ r n s  Co~ptls Hrrm~t irz i~~r ,  Arbor 1993. 


rd. K. 3Icl.. LVilsorr, Lritlr~l 1978, p. 1"; 41. I(rausr pp. 389-93. 

(eti.), 'ZUI- Betientung des gl~o$tiscl~-herrnetischel~i4 See H. J .  IT. Drijvel-$'s conlniellts, Ba~daisclp~of 

Hnndschr~ftenfu~~cles\ o ~ iNng Hnninladi'. Essc~ys on thr I:d~ssa,hssen 1966. pp. 164-65. 213, 222. nrrd F. LV. 

AV(~gHammndl Trxts in Honour 01Pahor Lnbib I.eiden Zinitnertnarrrr's remarks in Psrudo;lristotlr ??I thp LL\.l~ddl~ 

19'75. pp. 87-88; Grese (ns in 11. 1 9 ,  pp. 38-43: Fowden .lg~.\.ed. J .  I(ra7.e et al.. 1.orrdon 1986, p. 135. 

(as in 11. 1 ) .  pp. x\; 156-60. 186-93; \la116 (as irr 11. l ) ,  

i ,  pp. .54-39, ii, pp. 27-29, 442-44: idem, '1.n voie 
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used it to describe not just cosmic phenomena but also the alchemical processes of 
sublimation and distillation." Again, Zosimus of Panopolis-who, as we hale 
alreadj seen, is an important representative of the interplay between Hermetic and 
alchemical tradition-refers on one occasion to a philosophical principle men-
tioned bj Porphyry; but when we look more carefully at what he is saving we find 
that he has transformed what was a philosophical formulation into an item of 
mystical d o ~ t r i n e . ' ~  And the same applies to the occurrence of Jewish elements in 
the Hermetica: the fact that they do occur is not at all surprising when we consider 
the widespread influence of Judaism in Egypt from the early Hellenistic period on. 
But the real question, which is hardlj ever asked, is how these Jewish elements were 
used in Hermetic circles: how they were adapted and transformed." 

Lastly, of course, the reduction of the Hermetica to the status of an antholog 
of philosophical banalities is contradicted by the phenorllenon we ka\e already 
noted on a number of occasions: the use of Greek technical terminolog to trans- 
late traditional Egptian concepts. The case of P-(jz~n(j nt~-??-translated as nous tPs 
az~th~ntzas, worth citing not onlv because it 'intelligence of the supreme power'-is 
occurs so prominentlv at the verj start of the Her~netica but also because it is such a 
self-conscious example. And the possibilities of being deceived bj this translation 
process are almost endless. For instance Isaac Casaubon, in the earlr seventeenth 
centurr, effecti\elr instigated the modern critical approach to the Hermetica br 
claiming that the use of language such as the word autlzmtza here prohed ther could 
not be the primordial texts ~ \h ich  in the Renaissance thev bere supposed to be but 
must hahe been ~ r i t t e n  around or shortlr after the time of Chr i~ t . ;~  He bas partlv 
right, in his actual dating of the texts, but partlr Mrong: the ~ o r d  authrntza F\as used, 
as F\e ha\e seen, to translate an earlier Epptian idea. For all his philological 
acumen, Casaubon F\as in the last resort as far aF\ar from a real understanding of 
the Hermetica as anr one before him: he was taken in br the appearance and o\ er- 
looked hat the appearance concealed. We encountered the same basic problem 
earlier, on a smaller scale, with the phenomenon of double etvmolog). Now we 
need to face all the implications of the problem on a much larger scale. In short, we 
ha\e to consider the possibilitj that the Hermetic corpus as a hole could in a sense 
be a huge example of double etrmolog-v: of ideas being re-interpreted, 're-etj- 
mologised' as it were, through being transferred into the terms of Greek culture 
and language. 

We are fortunate in still being allowed some insight into the problems associated 
~ i t hreligious 'translation' in the Graeco-Egptian ~ o r l d ;  this word 'translation' 
must, for a number of reasons, be understood in \err  broad terms hen 
-. --
I ' E. 0.\or1 Lipp~nariti ,  h.nt~trhttng rlntl .lushrrztzrng drr , I  See G. Zuntr 's ilnportarit obser~atiolls. O/~usczrln 

.4lrhrmzr, Berlin and  l ie inheim 1919-54, i, pp. .52, .57- srlrctcl, hlanchestel- 1972, pp. 16.5-69; a n d  riote also K. 
38. 67, 199. 222, 344-4.5. T h e  specific wol-d kntof,hrrP~ hlc1.. I$-ilson's comments in 'The Gnostics a n d  the Old 
occul-s both in Cor/~. I i t rm.  1.4 a n d  in alchemical Testament', P~octrdings oJ tirr I~ztrmcltior~nl Colloq~tztrm011 

tl-adition (Berthelot a n d  Kuelle, as in n. 7. ii, p. 83.17- G n o ~ t i t i ~ r l ~  19731, ed.  C;. \ i iden-  (,Storkholm, .lttg~ist 20-25 
18: vori Lippmarill. op .  cit., i. p. 09) ;  simply to label the gren. Stockholm 1077. pp.  16.5-66. For the spread of 
occi11-rence in the Hermetic text as 'Stoic' (Biichli, as iri Jewish ideas in E ~ p t  cf. Folvden (as in 11. 1 ) ,  pp. 36-37. 
n. 6 ,  p. 42) contributes nothing to our  uriderstaridi~lg of a n d  for Jewish elemerits in the Herrnetica see :~lso 
the terxn. hlahk's remarks in I'igiliclr C/~~-istinrln~ n.(as in 73). p. 
- .
"' Zosimus in Berthelot a n d  Kuelle (as in n. 7 ) .  i i .  p. 330. 

203.13-14: cf. e.g. Porphyry, I12 .4ri~tot~lzs cnlrgoriclr, ed.  '%asaubon (as ill n. 8 ) ,  pp. 63-66 ( ' . . . voces atrtiqlris 
.I.Busse. Berlin 1887, pp. 94.18. 122.6. Ckaecis ignotae. u6@e\~in... ') . 

mailto:u6@e\~in.
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considering the transfer of traditions from Egyptian into Greek.jY Basically, 
Egyptian natives who viewed themselves as heirs to the ancient traditions of their 
country rvere faced with two alternatives of attitude and action-alternatives which 
had many shades of ambiguity and compromise in between. Either they could turn 
away from the Greek invaders and wish to see them, along with the Greek 
settlement at Alexandria, destroyed; or they could deliberately join forces with the 
alien presence by accepting and adapting.80 The resulting tension had something 
of the quality of a life and death struggle about it-simultaneously personal and 
cultural-which we do wrong to overlook. One particular text, from Oxyrhynchus, 
provides a human glimpse into the realities of the situation. The text is all the more 
valuable because, as Fowden has shown, it 'emanated from a milieu similar to that 
of Hermetism' and bears important general similarities to the Hermetica as a 
whole; what Fowden failed to point out is that it bears a particularly close resem- 
blance in certain details to the first of our Hermetic texts, the revelation from 
Poirnandre~.~ 'In it the author describes how he found himself faced with the task 
of translating into Greek an Egyptian religious text concerned with the nature and 
worship of the god Imhotep, and how he felt overwhelmed by the enormity of 
trying to translate sacred traditions into the 'popular' language of the Greeks. He 
kept putting off the job; as a result he fell ill, and almost died. Only when the god 
himself, Imhotep, appeared in a vision-a vision remarkably similar to the vision of 
Poimandres described at the opening to the first of the Hermetica-was the man 
cured. But his cure had a price: he would have to honour his commitment and 
finish the translation. The reasons why he had felt so daunted to begin with become 
clear when we see what this task of translation actually involved. As mentioned 
earlier, the word /zrrrn@nz~iameant not only 'translation' in our modern sense but 
also 'interpretation': even in the case of a definite text it was not just a question of 
producing a literal rendering, word for word. Instead, our writer took as his model 
the 'inventiveness' of the god whose nature he felt committed to reveal: one 
obvious example of those divine attributes which Imhotep shared with Thoth.*' 
Instead of reproducing his Euptian text in Greek he took key ideas from the 
original work and 'unfolded them in the form of a physical treatise i n  anotlzm- book'; 
and he proceeded in this way in conscious imitation of, and as a conscious act of 
service towards, his He is also very clear both about his methods and about 
his aim. His method 'in everything he wrote' involved 'filling out what was lacking 
and removing whatever was excessive': the excision of material he considered 
redundant and the introduction of new ideas that had no equivalent in the original 
text. As for his aim in pursuing this course of 'inventiveness', it rvas-in his own 
words-'to make plausible and convincing' the spiritual traditions which he felt 
obliged to perpetuate and popularise by making them available for a Greek-
speaking audience.81 

;' See Folvden's comments (as in n.1).  p. 43 n .  1, a n d  " Regarding the close association betlveen Thoth-
also pp. 66-67. Herrnes arid Imhotep in Graeco-Roman times see e.g. 

X0 Ibid., pp. 21-22. D.  J. Silver's comrnerits, I r i~ng~s 3 - 4 4 ,  01Jlosn. Kerv YorL 1982, 
R' Ox~1Iyrtrhl~~ n. 11, pp. p. 84.pn /~y i  1381: Folvden (as in 

.il-52: and  see above, n. 62. For incidental correspon- ' '  Oxyr/~jnthztspapjri 1381, cols viii.170-ix.202. 
dences in language cf. also (;renfell and  Hurit (as in n. N4 Ibid. (pi/hanologr?n). Cf. 1.eipoldt (as in n. 62) .  pp. 
621, xi, pp. 233-34. 61-62; Fowden (as iri n. I ) ,  pp.  31-32, 66-67. It is 
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Hob exact]!, and to what degree, these principles of composition and trans- 
mission applj to the ~ r i t i n g  of our Hermetica is an issue which bj its \ e r j  nature 
can onh be approached with the greatest of difficult^: there are far too manv oppor- 
tunities for drawing the wrong conclusions. But the points of similarity linking this 
first-hand report with the Hermetica as a whole and with the Poimandres text in 
particular, together with the obvious correspondences between certain of the details 
in the account and the traces of translation and re-interpretation ~ h i c h  we have 
disco\ered in the same Poimandres text, make its relehance to our understanding of 
the Hermetic corpus undeniable. The time is long gone hen F\e can afford to 
believe that because the Hermetica use Greek philosophical language thev hahe no 
Epptian prehistor~. 

By reading between the lines of a passage from Iamblichus we can see that the 
Neoplatonist Porphyry-who considered forgery-hunting an important way of 
helping to keep the Platonic tradition uncorrupted and pure-wanted to dismiss 
the Hermetic texts he knew as falsifications, devoid of any antiquity, because they 
used Greek philosophical terminolog).. X little later on in the third century AD 
Iamblichus published his reply: 

The problems you claim you have encountered in these particular texts can be resolved 
quite surely and clearly. The texts published under the name of Hermes do indeed contain 
Hermetic doctrines, even though they do often make use of philosophical terminology. This 
is because they were translated out of the Egyptian language by men who were not 
unacquainted with Greek p h i l o s ~ p h y . ~ ~  

The same controversy resurfaced in the sixteenth century. Isaac Casaubon elabor- 
ated the charge of forgery in considerable detail; it was left to Ralph Cudworth to 
reply that although Casaubon's vast learning may have been well-intentioned, it was 
f~indamentally misguided. There are some, he wrote, who might 

suspect, that these Hermaick books had been counterfeited by Greek philosophers, and 
contained nothing but the Greek learning in them, because they speak so much the 
philosophick language; Jamblichus gives an account of this also, that the reason hereof was, 
because they were translated out of the Egyptian language by men skilled in the Greek 
philosophy, who therefore added something of their own phrase and notion to 

difficult not to be reminded b! this emphasis or1 'filling 1st edn of 1678, but \vith Birch's arinotations), i ,  pp. 
out what is lacking' ( t o  hystrron procpl@oun) of Thotll's 319-34. For Pol-ph\r! and Casaubori see A. GI-afton, 
ancient role as the divine scl-ibe 'who says what is and  F o ~ g c s  nnd Critics, PI-incetori 1990, pp. 73-08; it is worth 
causes to exist what is not'-iri the sense that he 'reads notirig (ibid., pp.  119-21) the important  coritl-ast 
what is \vritten, arid what is not written he supplies': cf. betneen Casaubo~l's one-sidedness and  J .  J. Scaligel-'s 
alread! Q T ~ I I I Z ~7+xtr, utterance 310 # l l G  (where the mol-e balanced appl-oach to (;I-eek texts claiming to 
idea occlrl-s immediately after the descl-iption of the represent ancient Orierital traditions. Fol- the back-
PI-imordial waters and the cosmic serpent with its coils: qround to Casaubon's 'exposlrre' of the Herlnetica 
abox-e,p. 17 wit11 11. 68) ,  Xlercer (as in n. 68) ,  iii, p. 363. cf. also A. (;rafton, 'Protestarit versus Prophet: Isaac 

I a ~ n b l i c l ~ ~ i s ,  8.4. Fol the dating of on  Hel-mes Trismegistus', this Joctrnnl, xlvi,On thr Ll~yrt~nr.r Casaubori 
the text see J. Dillon, In~nblichz Chnltidrnris in Plntonis dza- 1083, pp. 78-93: and  idem, 'Higher Criticism Ancient 
logor tori~ri~rntan'orumfiagnrrztn, arid LIodel-11: The Lamentable Deaths of Hel-mes and Leidell 1973, pp. 13-14. 

RQR. Clrd~vol-th,Trur Intrll~ctunl .System oJ thc 1 'niiimr. the Sibyls', 7%r 1kr.r oj. C~.rrk and Latin, ed.  A. C .  
2nd edn by T. Birch, London 1713 (pagination as in the Dionisotti et al., I.ondon 1988, pp. 1.5.5-70. 
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It is interesting to note OF\ closel~ this final expression of Cudworth's about the 
translators 'adding something of their own' corresponds to the ord ding used br 
the author of the Imhotep text-which was onlr discovered centuries later-in the 
autobiographical preface to his ~ o r k .  The tendencj until recentlr has been to 
dismiss Iamblichus for his 'Egyptomania' and to present his answer to Porphrrv as 
simplr a desperate attempt to wriggle out of an impossible s i t~a t ion ;~ '  Cudworth's 
replv to Casaubon has been, and remains, totallr ignored. And jet both times and 
attitudes are changing, ~ i t h  an increasing aF\areness that Casaubon mav be partlj 
right-as far as his dating of the Hermetic texts is concerned-but that in other 
respects Iamblichus is likelj to prove a far better guide.8x Ho~ehe r ,  it is important 
at this point of transition in Hermetic studies to understand as exactlr as possible 
why such a neF\ assessment is required. In the first instance it is required because 
Casaubon's emoti\e idea of Hermetic 'forgeries' involhes a fundamental misunder- 
standing and misrepresentation of the factors invoked. To attribute one's obn ~ \ o r k  
to Hermes bas not so much an attempt to deceive as a gesture confirming that one 
belonged to a specific spiritual tradition. Iamblichus had alreadj stated the matter 
quite clearlr: the Egyptian Hermes-Thoth is the 'protector' of all true kno~\ledge of 
the gods, and as such 

it was to him that our ancestors attributed their discoveries in wisdom by presenting their 
own writings under the name of Hermes. 

Cud~\orth,  appropriatelr, elaborated further br emphasising that this attributing of 
one's ~ o r k s  to Hermes was an ackno~ledgement not just of affiliation but also of 
inspiration. 

Secondlr, Iamblichus's assessment reflects hat Casaubon's does not: the 
religious, social and linguistic conditions in E p p t  during the first f e ~  centuries AD. 
Long-preserved traditions bere in a state of crisis; translation, adaptation and re- 
interpretation bere not exceptional or isolated phenomena but epitomised the 
mood and the need of the time. Iamblichus appreciated hat Casaubon could not 
or ~ o u l d  not-the djnamism of the historical situation. And finallv, there is the 
point alreadr touched on earlier. The Hermetic tradition bas, almost br definition, 
a tradition of translation: the hermeneutical tradition par rxr~ l l rnc~ ,dedicated to 
upholding its originator's name for continuallv inheriting, re-assessing, re-interpret- 
ing. This basic djnamic is one aspect of Hermetism which has somehow eluded 
modern scholarship, but which should be the starting-point for research into the 
Hermetica-not a conclusion. 

It has become an almost unspoken assumption that the world of Hermes 
Trismegistus has nothing to do ~ i t h  the shiftiness and antics of the classical Greek 
Hermes. Partlr, one suspects, as a result of misunderstanding of Eg-vptian art, and 
partlr due to lack of familiarity ~ \ i t h  Eg-vptian literature, the god Thoth has come 
to be kno~ \n  as a stiff and ~ \ooden  figure: the pedantic scribe of the gods. Little 

Cf. e.g. E. des Places, Jumhlzque, Le.r myst&~r dF;,gpte, Amsterdam 1990, p. xvii; A. K. Sodano, f;rnri~hlito, I 
Paris 1966 (2nd etln l989),  p. 198 11. 1. mistni e,@zinni, hlilal~ 1984, p. 361. 
" Cf. e.g. S t r i d e r  (as in n. l ) ,  pp. 111-14 (although R" Iamblichus, On thr 111yrtP77rr 1.1.2; Cud\vorth (as in 11. 

his surnmal-ising of the Herrnetica as ' E ~ p t i a n  in 8 6 ) , i, pp. 322-23. See in geriel-a1 11. Foucault, 'TZhat is 
content, Greek i r i  form' is fal- too simplistic); F. van an author?',  Textual stratqjrc, ed. J .  \.. Haral-i, Loridon 
I .amoen,  I f r~ .mrs  7i.is?11rgirlzts, Pater Philosophornri~, 1980, p. 147; Fowden (as in n. I ) ,  pp. 95-96, 187. 
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could be further from the truth. As the god of wisdom Thoth was, above all, 'the 
mysterious' (pusheta) and 'the unknown'.'jO In Graeco-Egyptian literature this elus- 
iveness of his found natural expression in descriptions of him as 'all-seeing but 
unseen', because 'no one even among the gods is able to perceive his true form'. 
The emphasis here is on his ' t r u ~form', because he was notorious for his ability to 
keep changing his shape and appearing as this or that, or simply as the whole of 
creation; we find the same basic idea expressed in the hymn that brings the first of 
the Hermetica to a close, where Poimandres-Thoth is addressed as holy (hapos)  
because 'all of creation has become your image'.'" In fact in Egyptian theology 
Thoth was well known for his ambiguity, deception and dissimulation-very much 
like the Greek Hermes." And to return to the first of the Hermetica, it is remark- 
able that whereas the document has been stripped by critics time and time again of 
its Greek or vaguely Jewish terminology and left as nothing, there is one 
fundamental aspect of it which seems not to have been appreciated. At the very 
beginning of the text Thoth-Poimandres suddenly appears in a dramatic vision out 
of nowhere, only to emphasise that he is everywhere; he then immediately starts to 
change his shape-into endless light, into darkness and a serpent, into water, into 
fire, into the divine 'powers'-and finally he vanishes back into nowhere. It should 
be obvious that texts describing experiences of this kind need to be approached 
with an equal degree of agility on the part of the reader. They are too subtle to be 
understood through attempts at hedging them in and fencing them off. Or rather, 
they are so subtle that they will simply reflect back to us whatever strategies we use 
and whatever preconceptions we have. 

"' Ro\lan (as in n. 28), pp. 100, 102, 119 11. 4, 189, 108, !ourself', the unix-erse came into being and  light 
Kinggl-en (as in 11. 27),  p. 22, T. hlc.4. Scott (as in n. l ) ,  appeared. .. Xo orie among the gods is able to perceix-e 
pp. 100-02. your true form, you who metalnorphose !ourself into all" Cor/~. Herm. 1.31; cf. Reitzeristein (as in n. 8 ) ,  p. 20 forms...'-and Ao!lan (as in n. 28), p. 102 n.2. 
-'I know y011r forn1s'-with 11. 6, pp. 22-23-'You who '" S. Schott, 'Thot, le dieu qui vole des offrandes e t  
trarisform youl-self into hol\ forms. .. Holy (Hrtgios) qui trouble le cours dl1 temps', Cori~pt~t~rildusdr 
Thoth, n o  one among the gods is able to endure the drs ul 1970,l:-itndumir lnscriptiorts BPIIP.T-LP~~I.P.T, pp.  
t rue vision of \ o u r  face . . .  \$.hen you manifested 347-36, Derchain-Urtel (as in 11. l l ) ,  pp. 136-40. 
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